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I. MMDUC.TION

Scattergood School is a small, co-educational boardh-ig school located

in the farmland of eastern Iowa 10 miles east of Iowa City. LZ the fall

of 1974, the governing committee of the school decided to build a badly

needed recreation building that would utilize, in so,-,-e fashion, solar

energy to provide at least part of the heating requirements of the

building. With the announcerent that the federal Lhergy Research and

Development Administration (ERDA) would be fundL-ig solar projects as

part of the Solar Heating and Cooling Demonstration Program, the school

began to consider systems than would suit their needs and might.qualify

for federal assistance as well.

It was decided . to use an air, rather than a water, system. Since most

of the solar energy would be used to heat the air of the building, it

made sense to heat this air directly. In addition, the simplicity of an

air system, with very few moving parts and no catastrophic modes of

failure, was attractiv-e. The Solaron Corporation of Denver, Colorado,

a cc npany with considerable experience in air collector systems, was

s``=

	

	 invited to join with the school in preparing a proposal. Solaron coin-

plied, and in November, 1975., a proposal was submitted to, and sub-

sequently accepted by, ERDA.

The proposal suggested the use of a 2500 square foot array of Solaron

collectors, a heat storage box containing 1250 cubic feet of rock, and

a 5000 cfm air handling unit. Such a system would provide an estimated

75% of the building's heating needs. In addition, an air-water heat

ORIGINAL PAGE l
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exchanger would serve to preheat water for a domestic hot water system.

The project was initiated in May, 1976, and was carpleted in June, 1977.

A 6-month acceptance testing period followed during which tame a number

of minor modifications and corrections were made to improve system

performnce and versatility. This Final Report describes in consider-

able detail the solar heating facility and the project involved in its

construction. As such, it has both detailed drawings of the ccupleted

system and a secticm that discusses the bottlenecks that were encountered

along the way. It is hoped that the report will prove useful to others

who choose to use the sun's energy to provide at least part of their

heating needs.

Scattergood School is grateful. to the Solar Energy Division of the Depart-

ment of Energy for providing Trost of the funds for the solar heating

system. The school would also like to acknowledge the generous technical

assistance of the personnel from the National Aeronautics and Space

Administration, George C. .Marshall Space Flight Center, throughout the

course of the project.
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II. SUUW OF PROJBCT R EDPAWICN

A. General Information

Owner/Builder: Scattergood School

West Branch, Iowa 52358

Contractor: Modern Metals, Inc.

Muscatine, Iowa 52761

Operational Date June, 1977

Budging:

Type: School gymnasium

Area: 7966 sq. ft.

Location: West Branch, Iowa

B. Meteorological Data

Latitude: 41.8° N

Climate Data:	 Winter

Avg. ten"p. (°F)	 41.0

Avg. insolation (Ly/d)	 298

Degree days (heating): 7255

C. Solar Energy system

Application: Heating, 75%; hot water, 75%

Collector:

Type: Air heating, flat plate

Area: 2496 sq. ft.

Manufacturer: Solaron Corporation

Denver, Colorado 80222

Summer

71.-7

545
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Gas furnace ( locker room)

ElecLric heater (water)

D. Project Description

The solar energy system is based on a prototype nodel which has

been in continuous successful operation since 1957. The collector

array, attached to the south side of the building, consists of 128

factolassen-bled modules 36 in. by 78 in. Each module has double

tempered glass covers and a sheet absorber, with an air duct below

the pexnane: L black absorber surface. ^Ehe metal building is pze--

engineered (Armco Metal Building Systems) with 6900 sq. ft. in the

gynmasim portion and 1066 sq. ft. in the locker iocuVstorage

section. he anticipated structural heating load is 56,000 BTU per

degree day.

ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALM
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III. DESCRIPTICjs OF THE SOLAR HAA'IED MCMMION BUILDING

The facility consists of two adjoining Armco Rigidframe buildings de-

signed and fabricated by the Anrc'o Steel Corporation, Metal Products

Division. The gynasium building has floor dimensions of 70 feet by

98 feet 8 inches, is 24 feet at the eave and about 29 feet at the

peak. The locker room building has floor dimensions of 25 feet by

42 feet 8 inches and has an eave height of 12 feet 3 inches. The

locker room building is attached to the east side of the main building.

Both structures are well-insulated with fiberglass insulation. The

solar heating system will provide an estimated 75% of the building's

total heating needs, including hot water. Auxiliary heat is provided

by two 250 FBTU propane unit heaters in the main building. A dual.

5.5 kilowatt, fast-recovery, electric water heater provides domestic

hot water. Intake water is preheated by the solar heating system and

stored in two insulated 120-gallon, glass-lined tanks.

Blue prints showing floor plans and building details can be Found in

Appendix A. A photograph -of the recreation building, depicting the

solar panels, is shown on the next page.
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1. The Scattergood School solar heated recreation building.
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IV. DESCRIPTION OF THE SOLAR BEATINI G SYSTal

A. Component Subsystem

Scattergood School's solar heating system consists of seven parts.

1. A solar collector.

A 2500 square foot array of flat platy collectors purchased from the

Solaron Corporation uses sunlight to heat air drawn through the

system.

2. A heat storage device.

An insulated reinforced-concrete box (10 feet by 25 feet by 7 feet)

filled with 65 tons of smooth river gravel stores heat during

sunny days to be used at night or on cloudy days.

3. 1m air handling system.

A large blower moves air through the collectors and into duciWork

that enters the building and/or the rock box.

4. A water heater.

An air-water heat exchanger built into the ductwork preheats water

for a domestic, fast-recovery electric water heater. Water is

stored in two 120--gallon tanks connected in series. It is pumped

through the heat exchanger whenever the panel system is collecting

solar energy and the water temperature is bela q a predetermined

temperature.

5. An automatic control system.

Thermostats and other temperature sensing devices automatically

regulatf, the water pump, the air blower and the n-vtorized dampers

used to operate the system.

X
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6. An auxiliary heating system.

TWo 250 IBTU space heaters in the main building and a 100 MM

furnace in the locker roam building provide supplemental heat

as needed. A 5.5 kilowatt, fast-reeovexy electric water heater

provides dcmestic hot water. The solar system preheats water

for this unit.

7. A data acquisition system.

Thixty-one sensors located throughout the installation provide

data on parameters such as air flow, air temperature, water

temperature and sunlight striking the colector. 7hese data are

autcRnatically stored on tape and sent daily to a data processing

center in Huntsville, Alabama. --LIAs monitoring subsystem will

provide answers to such key questions as system efficiency and

reliability, operating costs and approximate fuel savings.

Photographs of these various ccnponents are shown on the next

three pages.



2. The collector,

rF
T

3. The rock storage box. The air hand-	 The air handling unit.ling unit, with associated ductwork.,
is above it. The collector panels
are outside, mounted on the plywood
deck.
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5. Interior cbu:tvmzz^«. The beat
exchanger is on the left.

m^

6. The hot water storage tanks.
The water circulating poop is
muoted above them.

7. One of the 3 aunilIiazv propane heaters in the glnnoaoiun'
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8. Three thermal sensors associated
with the rock storage box. 9. The wind speed, wind direction,

outside ambient temperature and
humidity sensors mounted above the
building.

k

r.
	 10. TlIle junction box (upper center) for the data acquisition sensors with

r
	

':he Site Data Acquistion Subsystem (SDAS) below it.
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B. Modes of Operation

The system has six modes of operation.

1. Beating the building with hot air frtxn the collector.
A

2. Storing heat by drawing heat Fran the collector through the rock

box.

3. Heating the building with heat stored in the rock boat.

4. Heating water by drawing air fmil the collector past heat exchange

coils and back to the collector. in this mode the building and

the rock box are bypassed. Water heating also occurs during modes

(1) and (3) .

5. Venting the collector by opening slide gate dampers in the ductwork

to permit the collector to vent by natural convection.

&. Heating with the auxil jz2a system. Mien the heating requirements

of the building are more than can be supplied by the solar heacirg

system, the auxiliary heaters automatically coarse on and provide

the needed heat.

A schematic of the heating system and the first (4) modes of operation

are shmm in firgures 1 - 5. heavy Lines indicate air flow.

Further details of the solar heating system, including as-built drawing

and diagrams, a description of hardware, a detailed sequence of oper-

aticns, and maintenance instructions are found in Appendixes B - F.
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SOLAR 4EATING F LOW SGHEMATJC
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0 = OPEN	 G = GL.OS I~ D

MODE MD-! MD-1 MD- D-r D-2- D-3

HEATING	 FROM STOWAGE G d G O G O G

FI GURE 4 -	 Mode 3 — Hea-birng from 6h, Rock 64-oraga box
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V. HI..WORICAL NAiU,'P.3'1VF Or THE PRWI=

In April, 1976, Scattergood School was informed that its proposal had

been accepted, and in June, 1976 a contract was awarded to the school.

The contract stipulated that the school would construct the solar heat-

ing system as proposed, and that MMA would provide $76,289 or 88% of

the total $86,692 estimated cost.

Construction began immediately. Listed below is the schedule of construc-

ticn activities as they occured. Included in parentheses is the schedule

as originally proposed. A short camrnntary an each activity is also

included.

1. Site preparation -- May-June, 1976 (April., 1976).

Most of the site preparation was carried out in conjunction with the

site preparation of the gymnasium itself. Crigingally scheduled for

April, it was postponed until May because of wet, soft ground. Some

additional site preparation for the rock storage box was carried out

in June.

2. Pouring the concrete foundation --- June, 1976 (May, 1976) .

A concrete foundation for the collector support structure was poured

soon after site preparation had been completed.

3. Red axon erection --r July, 1976 (June, 1976) .

Five specially fabricated colums were bolted to the foundation and

to the five load-bearing colurms of the south wall of the gymnasium.

4. Design Reviews -- August, 1976.

A final design review was held at the school on August 4, 1976. A
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relatively small but significant change was made in design of the

air handling system to permit a water--heating-only mode of operation

that could be used during the summr when there would be no reed to

heat the building or charge the rock storage box.

5. Constuction of the rock storage box -- August-September, 1976 (April-

May, 1976).

Originally scheduled as one of the earliest activities, construction of

the rock storage box was postponed until after the erection of the mein

support columns. Reinforced concrete was used for the floor and walls

of the structure. After being filled it was capped with a well-insulated,

air-tight wooded lid strong enough.to support the air handling unit.

6. Filling the rock storage box --- September, 1976 (May, 1976).

The contractor was unable to obta-Li the specified 3-foot diameter, trans-

ite pipe that. would serve as the duct to the bottom of the box. With

Solaron's approval, a 3°-foot ski ter seo^er pil--x-- was used. This altera-

tion delayed the activity; it was not until September, 1976 that the box

was filled with 65 tons (1250 cubic feet) of 3/4 inch, washed river gravel.

T.nree half--inch metal conduits with holes drilled in the bottom 3 inches

to facilitate air flow were installed at the bottom, middle and top of

the rock bed as the box was being fi1.) ì. They were lone enough -to pro-

ject about a foot above the lid of the box. At a later date, 3 thermal

-	 sensors were installed in these 3 rundCiit.^ as Dart of th'^ data au..; * '

tioll system.

7. Installation of collector support structurQ -- Sept adDe 4lovember, 1976

(iery-J,xie, 1976) .

This acL7_vi tty provided another of the imdd'cning delays that were

ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALM
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encountered during the course of the project. The support structure

consists of 3/4-inch plywood screwed to steel perlins that are bolted

every 4 feet to the steel columns. 7b facilitate mounting of the ply-

wood, a special self-tapping, self-countersinking screw was used. The

contractor ordered 1000 of these screws, thinking that 10 screws per

plywood sheet would be enough. It was found during construction that

14 screws per sheet were needed, hence only 70 of the 100 sheets were

mounted after the rock box had been filled. The contractor was unable

to obtain additional screws until the end of October. The project was

delayed an additional 6 weeks.

8. Installation of the solar collectors -- November, 1976- February, 1977.

(June-July, 1976).

The co l. -tor array consists of 128 solar panels arranged 4 high and

32 across. About 90 of the panels were mounted during the last warm

weather of the year, which was in November. Once freezing weather set

in, panel installation ceased; the butyl rubber tape used to seal the

connection between panel unit has poor flow and adhesion properties.

below 40° F. Not until February, 1977 were there a few consecutive

days warm enough to compelte the installation.

Installation was more time consuming than anticipated, in part because

of the size of the array. .Although the panels function as separate

units of 8 because of the placement of the ducts leading to and re-

turning frcem the array, all of the units are interconnected. In order

to achieve an airtight system, alignment had to be exact, with little

margin for error: Much time would have been saved if the collectors
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had been equipped with off-set pins to let the workman know when the

collector was in exact alignment. Time might also have been saved if

the collectors had been placed as 4 units of 32 with narrow separators,

such as 1-inch by 6-inch lunber, rather than as a mono1l ithic array.

9. Installation of the air handling system -- December, 1976-May, 1977

(June-July, 1976).

Ductwork inside the building was fabricated and installed during the

month of December. The major part of the air handling system, located

beneath the solar panels, was con,)leted during the late winter and

early spring. Uie custonr-made blower and fan installation was re-

ceived in December and positioned on the rock storage box. Ductwork

was then located around it. Fiberglass duct was found to be most

satisfactory and was used where ever possible. Where sheet metal

ductwork had to be used, all joints were sealed with silicone rubber.

10. Installation of water preheat system -- April, 1977 (July, 1976).

The water preheat system was installed during the last 2 weeks of

April, 1977. Two insulated, glass-lined, 120-gallon tanks were in-

stalled in series in such a way that an aquastat controlling a pump

mowing water in a loop between the storage tanks alzd the heat exchanger

would continue to operate. until the water in both tanks had reached a

predetermined temperature. Valves were installed to kNermit the don-estic

water heater alone, the solar water heater alone, or the 2 in cu,

tion to provide hot water.

11. Wiring and installation of control sensors --- April-May, 1-977 (July, 197b) .

Nbst of the i nstallation of control sensors and wiring was done when

the monitoring sensors were installed and wired.
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12. Start up -- May, 1977 (July, 1976).

The system was first operated and checked out by the Solaron Corpora-

tion field engineer assigned to the project during the week of May 16.

Because a slide gate damper was incorrectly positioned, he was able to

test the system in only 4 or the 5 modes of operation. A number of

air leaks were found in the ductwork, and other miner items needed to

be corrected.

13. Open House -- May, 1977.

An open house for the solar heated recreation building was held on May

21, 1977. Senator Richard Clark (D-Iowa); the congressional representa-

tive fr m our district, Michael Blouin; Robert Bauer, head of ERDA's

Chicago Operations, made short presentations to a group of about 2010.

14. Acceptance test -- June, 1977 (July 1976).

The acceptance test of the solar heating system was conducted by a

Solaron field engineer during two visits in May and June, 1977. After.

the second visit the system was judged to be acceptable upon ample-

tion of a number of minor corrections. Details of the test plan and

test data are found in Appendix H.

15. Installation of mnitaringe.24ammt -- April-Tune, 1977.

In February, 1977 the dollar amount of the contract was increased by

$7,076 to provide for the installation and wiring of monitoring sensors

as part of a data acquisition system. A total of 31 goverrunent furnish-

ed sensors were installed and wired during April and May, 1977. During

the week of June 13, personnel from the IBM Corporation installed the

Site Data Acquisition System (SDAS) and made the necessary connections

to permit the data to be relayed by telephone to Huntsville, Alabama daily.

ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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Because the SDAS had been badly damaged in shipmit, a second visit by

an engineer from IBM during the week of June 30 was required to make

the data collection system function properly. Both the solar heating

system and the data collection system are now fully operational.

16. Bottlenecks

Three serious bottlenecks were encountered during the project. Two had

a significant impact on the construction schedule. The third did not

because of -he large delays that had already occurred.

Completion of the rack storage box. Because the rock storage box would

no longer be accessible once the collector support structure was

erected, the box had to be filled with rock and capped with an air-

tight lid before the next phase of the project could be undertaken. A

few weeks of delay in the completion of the rock storage box resulted

in a few weeks delay in the project.

Installation of the solar panels, including the support structure.

A key delay in the construction of Scattergood School's solar heat-

ing system resulted from delays in the construction of the panel

support structure and, as a result, an even longer delay in the

installation of the solar panels. Had the panels been completed

during the winter. Instead, installation of ductwork under the

collector array began in FebrauLy and was not ccupleted unitl May,

1977.
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Installation of the air hanndlIN unit. Because key parts of the duct

work are built around this fan and blower unit, a considerable amount

of the duct installation was not begun until the air handling unit had

been correctly positioned on the top of the rock storage box. First

scheduled for delivery in September, the air handling unit arrived

in early December. In Scattergood's case the delay dial ncit affect the

construction schedule because all of the solar panels had not been

mounted. Otherwise, later arrival of this piece of key equipment would

have delayed the project.

17. nSu rises" .

Besides shipping delays, there were other things that we failed to

anticipate or that we badly miscalculated in our planning. Some of

these are mentioned below.

Unloading the solar panels. Ten torts of panels had to be unloaded frctn

a moving van. With neither an unloading dock nor a fork-lift truck on

hand, the building construction crew spent the better part of a day at.

this activity.

Filling the rock box. There was not room for a truck to unload directly

into the box as had been planned. Instead, a front-end loader had to

be used to transfer the rock to the box frcxn a pile some distance away.

This activity took most of a day.

Wiring t^-• solar heat._jM yss tem. Wiring the system was far more tutee---

consuming and expensive than had been anticipated. one reason for this
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was that the work did not readily dovetail with the installation of

the SDAS sensors, as had been hoped, and therefore was done separately.

Installation of the ductwork. Installation of all of the ductwork

associated with the system took about 10 weeks, rather than the 3 or 4

that had been anticipated. Sme of this time could probably have been

saved if the contractor had used round ductboard where ever possible,

rather than constructing the ductwork from insulated sheet metal.

In any case, the requirement for a completely air-tight system was a

new experience for the contractor and was considerably more time-con-

suming than he had planned.

18. Testing period.

Follawing the formal acceptance test in Jame, 1977, the next 6 months

were used to check out the system and make any modifications or cor-

rections needed to improve the system's performance. The following

corrections or changes were n3ade.

Leaks in the ductwork that were not detected during construction

were plugged.

Two valves were added to the water preheat system so that the

heat exchanger could be isolated front the rest of the system.

This change was made so that the volume of water used in the

building could be measured by the SDAS even though the heat

exchanger was disconnected for cleaning and repair.

A larger disconnect box was placed on the air handling unit to

eliminate a problem of the fuse blowing every few days during hot

weather.

ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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• Dbtorized dampers, found to be out of adjustment, were correctly

adjusted so that air would not flow through the collector when the

system was heating from storage.

• Ductwork was added to the system so that the collector could be

used to dry grad rcused by the school for its livestock. A report

of this modification can be found in Appendix J.

• The two propane unit heaters providing back-up/auxilliary heating

for the gynmasium were wired to the control panel acid tested.

Double deflection diffusors, installed to distribute air inside the

gymnasium, were replaced with double deflection registers.
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VI. DESCRIPTION OF THE DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM

In order to obtain information necessary for evaluation of the performance

and operation of the solar heating system throughout the year, 31 sensors

were installed within the system. These sensors were furnished by the

government and installed at government expense in accordance with the doc-

ument, "SHC-1006, August 4, 1976; Instrumentation Installation Guidelines

for the National Solar Heating and Cooling Demonstration Program." In

Table 2, each sensor is listed by a code designation and by the parameter

me.asured. The number sequence in the code indicates the data groups in

accordance with the following table:

Number Seauence
	

Data Group

001 to 099
	 cli matoloc^ical

100 to 199
	

collector
200 to 299
	

thermal storage
300 to 399
	

domestic hot water
400 to 499
	

space heating
500 to 599
	

space cooling
600 to 699
	

building/load

Each sensor provides data to a Site Data Acquisition Subsystem (SDAS) every

5 minutes around the clock. The SDAS digitizes the data and stores it on

tape. Once a day the data is sent by telephone to an IBM facility in

Huntsville, Alabama, where it is reduced. Monthly reports are prepared,

one of which is sent to Scattergood School.

The monitoring system will permit the government to determine the fol.luLn1

kinds of information:

Savings in conventional energy resulting from the use of solar energy

for heating and/or cooling.

ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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• Portion of the total heating and/or cooling load supplied by the

solar energy.

• Efficiency of the system in converting solar radiation into useful

thernal energy.
• Thermal performance and reli:ablilty of major subsystems or cart-

ponents over the demonstration period.

It is anticipated that informatics obtained fran the data acquisition

system will also be used by Scattergood School students for science pro-

jects in earth sciences, physics and chemistry.

Table 2 describes each sensor in terms of its general location and the

paramter that is being measured. The specific location of ea-h sensor

can be found in the as-built drawing of the system found in Appendix C.



TABLE 2

}t
	 INST143EMATION FOR SCATTERGOM SCHOOL DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM

1

-1

r.
r

.	 A. Climatol	 ical

RH 001 Outside ambient relative hEutndity
D 001 Wind direction
V 001 Wind speed
1 001 Solar flux
T 001 Outside ambient temperature

B. Collector

T 100 Collector array inlet temperature
TD 100 Collector array differential temperature
T 101 Rock storage outlet temperature
TD 101 Rock storage differential temperature
T 102 Collector surface temperature
W 100 Collector array air flow
E 101 Circulating air fm-i poser

C. Thernal Storage

T 200 Rock storage temperature - top
T 201 Rock storage tmperature - middle
T 202 Rack storage temperature - bottom

D. Domestic Hot Water

T 302 Temperature of outlet hot water preheat coil.
TD 302 Differential temperature across preheat coil (-+AT)

T 304 Temperature of inlet preheat tank
TD 304 Temperature differential across preheat tank
T 305 Temperature of cold water supply
T 306 Temperature of domestic hot water inlet
TD 306 Differential temperature across domestic hot

water tank
W 302 Domestic hot ^ea-ter preheat loop flow rate.

• W 306 Preheat tank to domestic hot water taxi:' flow -,-aLe
EP 301 Preheat tank circulating p=p pmer
EP 300 Domestic hot Water heater electric Power

_	 E. Space H^ eating

T 402 Space heating inlet temperature
TD 402 Differential temperature across heated space

W 400 Air flow in return air duct cf building
F 400 Propane flaw to space heaters
EP 402 Space heaters, locker room & utility roonI fan pcW

F. Building/Load	
pp^GL 15

T 600	 Inside ambient t^	 0^rature OFpOOR(QUALITY

-	 —.^...	 Now
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VII. cwrs of THE ScATTERf30w 5cmoL SOLAR HEATING SYSt'Ffii

Given in Table 3 are the estimated and the actual costs of the various

phases of the project.

Overall, the costs were $101,522. This figure is $7,754, or about 8.3%,

more than the original estimates. Dbst of the additional cost was for

labor, and can be attributed to the "first tame" nature of the project.

Scattergood and its subcontractors were unable to visualize beforehand all

that would be involved in the various phases of construction. It is

significant that nearly all of the subcontractors indicated that if they

were to do it again, the job would go more easily and be less expensive.

Costs were shared by the federal government and the school. The DeparbTent

of Energy provided 88W of the fiords to build the solar heating system and

100% of the funds to install the data acquistion system. Thus, of the

total aitount of $101,522, the Depart nt of Energy paid $90,250 and

Scattergood School $11,272.

The contract was modified twice to cover cost over-guns. On September 8,

4^.4 1977, the dollar amount was increased by $339 (government share, 100%) to

cover additional costs associated with the installation of the Site Data

r<.

	

	 Acquisition Subsystem. On Novmebes 11, 1977, the contract was increased

by $7,510 (government share, 88%) to pay for costs associated with the

construction of the solar heating system. The school is grateful to the

"'	 Department of Energy for its willingness to bear these additional costs,
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TABLE 3

COST OF THE SCATT'ERGOOD SCHOOL SOLAR HEAT-MG SYSM

Estimated Actual
Cost Cost

A.	 Purchase of Solar Hardware

Installation plans and specifications $	 700 $	 700
128 Model 2001 Solaron Collectors 29,853 29,853
1338 foot capstrip and seals 3,231 3,231
Custom air handling unit ' 3,774 3,774
Custom water preheat package 207 207

Less credit for direct sl-xint (1,747) (1,747)
Cost of shipment 882 908
Additional materials for installation ---- 411

Subtotal $36,900 $37,337

B. Construction of Solar Heating System

Site preparation $	 500 $	 500
Collector support structure 21,650 21,650
Rork storage unit 3,737 4,948
Collector installation 5,000 7,382
Construction and installation of ductwork 9,741 11,711
Interconnect wiring for solar & back-up system	 2,000 2,000
Installation of water heating system

(to be paid out of contingencies) --- 1,247
Wiring of solar system

(to be paid out of contingencies) --- 3,043
Contingencies 2,500

Subtotal $45,128 $52,481

C.	 Project Supervision

Direct labor and overhead $ 1,664 $ 1,960
Supplies and expenses 200 195
Travel 300 - - -

Subtotal $ 2,164 $ 2,135

D.	 Field Inspection and Acceptance Testing
of System $ 2,500 $ 1,962

E.	 Installation of Data Acquisition.System

Preparation of updated drawing of solar
heating system $ 450 $ 450

-"	 Installation and wiring of sensors 6,437 6,948
Project supervision 189 189S^:

Subtotal $ 7,076 $ 7,537

TOTAL	 $93,768	 $101,522
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VIII. WHAT WE MUI D Do DIFEEFOMY IF WE WERE TO DO IT AGAIN

The biggest problem with the Scattergood School project was the lack of a

built-in mechanism that would permit direct interaction among the various

subcontractors at crucial stages of construction. In order to alleviate

this problem, we would do two things differently the second time around.

1. There would be a one-day, pre-bid conference for all the subcontractors

concerned. It is particularly important to have the solar hardware

subcontractor specify exactly what he will supply and what must be

furnished by others. Blueprints would be explained, materials and con-

struction methods would be gone over, and each phase of the project

would be discussed. As a result, subcontractors would have a clear

idea of what they would have to furnish and the things they would have

to do. It might be argued that all of this occurs during the Design

Review► By then, however, at least in our case, it was too late.

Bids had already been sux.tted and accepted and construction had begun.

2. There would be a much greater insistence that building subcontractors

interact directly with the solar subcontractor when confronted with dif-

ficulties or when making important decisions. Perhaps a line item in

the subcontract for telephone calls would facilitate such communication.

The pre-bid caaference also would lazy the groundwork for this kind of

interaction. Direct communication would have avoided a number of

schedule delays, poor decisions and outright udstakes that had to be

corrected during construction. it would have saved the project manager

a great deal of time serving as a go-between and would have made the

project nn more smoothly.
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IX.

INTERIM PERFORMANCE CRITER12k

CERTIF'IC:ATION

COi^iTRACT No. EX-76-C-01-2386

DEMDNSTRATION CONTRACTOR 	 SCATTERGODD SCHOOL

SYSTEM LOCATION	 6VEST B.RANCI-I, TOTPTA 52358

SYSTEM TYPE	 SPACE HEATING AND IIOT WATER

I certify that this solar system comples with tip IPC Docmnat No. 98 ,n0001

CEPTIIF= 4-f
Authorized I^present.ative

]SATE ^ GLy ^^na.^ ^ t ^ ^^
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AS BUILT DRAWINGS OF THE SOLAR HEATING SYSTEM
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APPENDIX E

SEQUENCE OF OPERATIONS OF THE SOLAR hT4ATlNG SYSTEM



SCATTERG000 SCHOOL

SEQU CE OF OPERATION

WINTER OPERATION

Place "Summer-Winter" switch in "Winter" position and set time delay relay at tirse

minutes. When there is a 45 degree F temperature differential between the collector

outlet temperature (Tco) and the collector inlet temperature (Tci) the CST relay is

energized (cut-out differential 30 degrees F). This closes the damper (MD--4) from

the heat storage to the inlet of the air ha:ndling unit and opens the damper (MD-)

from the collectors to the AHU inlet. The damper (MD-1) from the discharge of the

AHU to the heat storage opens and the damper (MD-2) from the AHU discharge to the

heated space closes. Simultaneously, the AHU fan starts and if the water in the

storage tank is below the set-point (140 degrees F, adjustable) of the temperature

controller (Tw) the circulating pump will run after the time delay cycle. When the

space thermostat calls for heat at this time, MO-•1 closes and MD-2 opens to direct the

solar heated air through the building space.

When the A T relay is de-ever iz.ed-	 Y	 g	 (no solar heat
1

available from collectors) and the space thermostat calls for heat the AHU fail will

run and use the heat from storage if the storage temperature is above 90 degrees F

(the set-point ['adjustable] of Ts). In the event that the storage temperature is :.i:;. FF=

90 degrees F and the air from storage is not enough to off-set the building heat lots

the second stage heating circuit in the thermostat will make when the space tear,

drops approximately 14/2 degrees F below the set point of the first stage. This

stop the AHU and briing on the auxiliary heat (unit heaters).. if the storage te+ape.°<< _..` ..

is below 90 degrees F the AHU will remain off and the auxiliary heating system tsi.I

automatically controlled by the first stage heating circuit. During Winter apes°-I t i -.-;:

manual dampers 0-1 and DA shall be closed and D-2 open.
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r- SCATTERGOOD SCHOOL

SEQUENCE OF OPERATION

2.

SUMMER OPERATION.

Place "Summer-Winter" switch in "Summer" position and set time delay relay at twenty

minutes. The system shall be energized by differential control as in "Winter" operation

The heat storage box is bypassed by removing D-3 and installing D=2 with D-1 left

closed. The motorized dampers will operate as if storing heat as described above and

the fan and pump will run after the time delay cycle is completed. The system will

shut down when the water in the storage tank reaches the set point of Tw. If the

insolation is relatively low the system will shut down on the differential control

before Tw is satisfied. The time delay relay will prevent short-cycling. Manual

damper D-1 can be opened to vent the collectors and the system power shut off if there

is no need for hot water preheating in the summer.

`z



APPENDIX F

I'M=WNCE MSTRUCTIONS FOR WIE SOLAR HEATING SYSTEM



MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS

The following items should be performed semi-annually:

1. Inspect V-belt and sheaves for wear, check belt tension,

2. Inspect damper linkage.

3. Clean or replace filters (more frequent if required)

4. Oil pump motor with #20 non-detergent oil - do not over lubricate.

5. Oil AN!! blower motor with #20 non-detergent oil - do not over lubricate

The following is to be done on annual basis:

1. Damper motors - lubricate the felt pads located on each of the motor

bearings and on the two shafts in the gear train with #10 non-detergent

oil.

1
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SUBCaqTRA=RS ASSICIATED WITH THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE SOLAR HEATING
SYSTEM

1. Solar	 Solaron, Inc.
300 Galleria Tower
720 South Colorado P-oulevard
Denver, Colorado 00222

i:4
h

'f

Modern A4etals , Inc.
P. 0. Box 71.1
Dluscatine, Iowa 52761

Quality Builders
Route 4
Box 120
Muscatine, Iowa 52761

Franz Construction CorDany
P.O. Lox 209
Iowa City, Iowa 5224.0

P and S Electric
1029 Hershey Avenge
Muscatine,  lawa 52761

Ti.tron:i.cs , Inc.
P.O.. Box 2202
Iowa City, Iowa 52240

2. General

3. Structural. T`rr-ction

5. Concrete

6. Electrical

7. Sensor Installation
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SOLARON

ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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SCATTERGOOD SCHOOL ACCEPTANCE TEST PLAN

A visual inspection shall be made to assure ducting functionally conforms

to the plans. Manual dampers D-1 and D-3 shall be closed and 0-2 open. Spare

thermostat heat anticipators shall be set with first stage at 0.10 amp and

second stage at 0.10 amp. Set thermostat so there is no call for heat. 11 Sumzner-

Winter" switch on control panel shall be placed in the "Winter" position. System

power shall be turned on. If solar energy is sufficient to activate the o T

controller the AHU fan and water pump will start and run in the storing heat mode.°

(If solar energy is not available disconnect Tco lead to simulate). Static pres-

sure and temperature shall be measured in the collector inlet and outlet ducts

and at the heat storage inlet and outlet ducts. The collector 4 P will be used

to estimate the flow and the fan speed will be adjusted accordingly if required.

Fan motor amperage shall be measured.

The space thermostat shall be set to make the first stage of heating. This

will reposition the dampers shiftin g the solar heated air into the buildir.o space.]

Static pressures, temperatures and amperage shall be measured in this mode.

dumpering Tco terminals (or opening Tci) will simulate no solar energyavail-

able at the collector. The system will then no into the heat from starane mods

Static pressures, temperatures and amperage will be recorded. Adjustin g the

set point of Ts upward to the air temperature out of storage will simulate the

storage temperature dropping to the normal set point of 900 F. When Ts sw.tche^,

the solar AHU will stop and the unit heaters will start and maintain the set point]

of the first stage of the thermostat. Ts shall then be reset down to place system]

back in the heating from storage mode. Increasino the set point of the space
1 	 n	 I,I NVFF;

i• 	 • 	 Ii .1	 41 '  	 I



r	
space thermostat to make the second stage of heating simulates a further drop

in space temperature indicating the heat taken from storage is insufficient

to offset the building heat loss. This will shut down the solar AHU and start

the unit heaters. Jumper shall be removed from Tco.

"Summer" operation for preheating water shall be tested by removing

manual damper D-3 and installing D-2 to by-pass the heat storage unit and

placing the'"Summer-Winter" switch in the "Summer" position. Static pressures,

air temperatures and amperage shall be recorded. The aquastat, Tw, shall be

reset down so that the set point is below the water temperature (Tf water temp-

erature is below the minimum set point a lead can be disconnected). This will

simulate the water temperature rising to the set point and will stop the pump

and AHU fan.



Static pressure

1 f.

ACCEPTANCE TEST PTAN DATA SI•IET-V FOR SCATi'ERGOOD SCHOOL

1. ViSMAI 1'115 WCt].U['l

A. Ductwork configuration
	 OK

D. Placorient of dampers
	

OK

C. Other	 OK

7I. Winter--storin heat mode

collector collector heat storage heat stor-
i.nlet Outlet inlet age, ouL-1{,•t

Static pressure -0.1211 W.C.	 -0.40" +0.381' W.C. +0.01"
AP = 0.28 11 W.C. r% P = 0.37 11 W.C.

TaTperatuie -- -- .,.. ..-

Calculated air flae Air flow was measured in store-heat-from-
(showing calculations) collector modes	 Air flow in other modes

was calculated from data obtained in this mode.	 See attached sheets.
Fan lrotor amperage	

12.6 amps

Synchronous operation of
AMU and water pump.

yes

l rI .	 Winter---heati: g from collector mode

collector	 Collector
inlet	 outl.eL

-X 0.20 11 W.C.	 0.52' W.C.
a P = 0.30 !1 W.C.

Static pressure

TenWratur.e

Calculated air flow	 4870 cfm

Fan Motor arrage	 12.5 amps

Synchronoris operation of
AHU and water pump? 	 Yes

D7. Winter_- -hr-sting from storage mode

	

]seat storage	 heat storage
inlet	 outlet

	

-0.13 1, W.C.	 -0.6811 W.C.
P =. 55"  W.C.

ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
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1.J n ^'S

ACCEPTANCE TEST PLAN DATA S= (Cont.)

IV. Winter--heatinq from storage mode (cont.)

heat storage
inlet

Calculated air flow	 5500 cfm

Fan rmtor average	 L4. 1 amps

Water pump off when AHU on? yes

V. Sumter erode

heat storage
outlet

collector	 collector
inlet	 outlet

Static pressure	 -0.06 11 W.C. 	 -0.3 7" W.C.
AP =[x.31"

Temperature	 ---	 -

Calculated air flow	 4780 cfm

ran Motor. amerage	 12.4 amps

Synchronous operation of 	 yes
AHU and water pump?

AHU and pump on when aquastat 	 yes
sett -n, above water tem
perature?

AIM and pump off when acTaastat	 yes
setting below water tem-
perature?

VI. Unit heater operation made.

f	 Heaters on when Ts raised to air temperature out of storcja? Wiring to unit
heaters not completed. Control circuits functioning properly.
Heaters on when building thr mstat iai.sea?

Water pump . and AHU off when heaters on? yes

VII. Miscellaneous_ observations A time delay relay has been. provided to

prevent the system from short-cycling in summer water heating; mode.
The sequence of operation and wiring 6agram have been revised to show

1	 this.
t	 VTT2 . Statemmt of aces-tabilty_ of . system

#	
See attached copies of iteias to be corrected" dated 20 May and

4	 14 June, 1977.
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APPaiDIX I

REPORT C.N GRAIN DRYING MODIFICATION TO SCA=RG.,OOD SCHOOL SOLAR ^T , MG SYSTEM



REPORT ON THE GRAIN DRYING MODIPICAI'I0 bLZ TO

MiE SCATT E RGOOD SCHOOL S MAR HEATING SYSTEM

Introduction

In the summer of 1977, Scattergood School was invited to

participate in a research project on solar grain drying directed

by Dr. Carl Bern, a professor in the Department of Agricultural

Engineering at Iowa State University. The project would involve

adapting the recently completed solar heating system, built as

part of the National Solar Heating and Cooling Demonstration

Program and voed to heat the . school's gymnasium, so that hot air

from the collector could be directed into a 6,000-bushel grain

drying silo. Air temperatures and the moisture content of the

grain, in this case, corn, would be monitored. The necessary

changes to the existing system would be relatively minor and would

not affect its primary operation,

Industry was interested in the experiment. The Butler

Manufacturing Company, a leading manufacturer of grain storage

and drying apparatus, was willing to furnish the school a nau,
TX6,000,bushel Stir-Ator grain-drying silo at a considexabZe

reduction in cost. Scattergood felt the opportunity was

attractive, and requested permission of their Contracting Officer's

Representative (COR) to make the required modifications. The

COR supported the school's request, and permission was granted

under the following conditions.

1. The ;rain drying system be operated only when the

gymnasium and the rock .storage system do not require heat.

2. Ambient air rather than air from the ^Vmra.sium comprise

the cold air intake during grain drying operations.
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	 3. Three government-furnished sensors to monitor inlet

j;	 temperature, outlet temperature and volume of air flaw during

grain drying, operations be installed in the new ductwork and

connected to the existing Site Data Acgisiti oa Subsystem.

4. The grin drying project have no cost impact on the

Mlin project.

Tine school agreed to these conditions, and the grain drying

system was constructed during October, 1977,

Deacr Pt.ionof_ the System

The grain drying system consists of a 6 9 000-bushel Butler

Stir--ktorTK grain drying silo equipped with an air heater and

an air handling unit. Air'is drawn into the bottom of the silo

by a 5 hp fan with a capacity of about 8,000 cfm. A propane

heater, positioned immediately after the fan, provides additional

heat when needed. Air from the solar collector enters a short

distance from the fan intake. The 5=inch gap between

the erA of the solar ductwork and the fan housing permits addi-

tional, ambient Air to be introduced. The silo is located

about 35 feet v of the gymnasium.

The following modifications were made to the existing

solar heating system.

1. A 2-ft diameter duct was connected to the hot air

ductwork leading to the gymnasium at the place where the duct

Makes a 900 bend from horizontal to vertical and ascends t -

enter the gymnasium. Two new slide-gate dampers were intro-

duced, one in the new duct :lose to the point of attachmen'-

and the other in the gymnasitun duct about one foot above t: e



is

f
2. The new hot air duct was extended through the west wall

of the "A-frame'* (the enclosure formed by the collector and the

•

	

	 south wall of the gymnasium) and further extended to the grain

drying silo. The duct was wrapped with fiberglass insulation for

its entire length and, where outside, wrapped with a double layer

of 6-mil polyethylene film.
i 3. A 2-ft diameter air return duct was connected to the

existing ductwork where the top and bottom cold air return ducts

coming from the gymnasium join. Three additional slide-gate
.	 i

dampers were introduced--one in the new duet close to the point

of attachment and the other two in the upper and lower gymnasium

j	 air return ducts near where they join.

4. The new air return duct was extended through the west

*gall of the A-frame and projects out about 4 inches. It is

positioned directly below the hot air duct.

The opening in the west wall of the A-frame around the ducts

was closed with a piece of exterior sidin g ; small cracks were

sealed with fiberglass. Covers for both ducts were made. they

are in place whenever the grain drying system is not in operation.

A schematic diagram of -he system, with alterations

marked in red, is shown on the next page.

l
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Fi^vre 1.	 Schematic Diagram of the Altered Solar Heating System

Oncration of the Grdin Drying S^*stem in 1977

The solar 'grain dryer saw only limited used during 1977.

Tabulated below Are the tames the system was in operation.

Date	 Fan On Fan off	 Time in Use OW)

October 25	 1350 pm 2:40 pm	 0.83

November 11	 11:45 rim 12:50 "	 1.08.

"	 13	 1:00 pm 4:30 „	 3.50

14	 10:00 mm 5:10 IT	 7.17

17	 12:45 pm 5:00 „	 5.25

"	 18	 10:30 am 4:00 "	 5.50

"	 21	 1:30 pm 2:30 "	 1.00

The moisture content of the corn was reduced from about

.19.2 to 18% during this tune. No supplementary heat was used.

On December 22 the corn was frozen by blowing through cold,

ambient air.	 In this condition the grain should keep until



Spring. At that time we plan to use the collector to complete

the drying process, lowering the moisture content of the corn

to about 14 76. We anticipate that by this date the flow and

temperature sensors will be installed so that we can measure

accurately the total solar energy used.



APPENDIX J

PRODUCT LITERATURE FOR CCX4POIfMTS OF THT SOLAR HEATING SYSTEM



Because the information originally included on .pages J-i, J-2, J-3,
and J-4 is copyrighted (1976),  these pages are deleted. from this document.
For Solar Collector information, contact the Solaron Corporation, 4550 Olive
Street, Commerce City, Colorado, 80022, or phone 303/289-5971. The
reference is to the Air Type Solar Collector, series 2000.
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BELT-DRIVE UTILITY BLOWE RS
Deliver up to 26,000 t~KM, Abikc _A Claus 1 Col;y rurtion

fir•

12'/4 to 36 'h" Backward Incline Wheels, Non-Ovarloac ins
^.	 BULLETIN

►`; 12 1/4 to 24 1/2" Forward Carve Wheels, Extra Quiet'! 	 703
•	 r.	 .W[ve lQ7^

 p	 ^y	 ,.	 r.•'	 .3tv^mfyCra^'^7•y'^,^ 	 •rc»,^t••mFa}^n.nrT•wr,r---^...f•s-^.,•r..-^..-...,..R	 ^.^x,r..^,,.,.,,

	

.	 f1 77,-77

	

( I " v^ t ^f!' '	 tA.^ r L A '^
	 . Lf : :j }^.ti . ^l^°! i°	 i^J^,	 ^1^'r	 ^; } ^ r	 ,

` S	 •	

•T.' 

fr g ~^ Y I'AI•4 f	 1. • Dayton non-overloading, heavy-dtj y, 1,P_1, d5'i.Yq Vgv,;9is •I Ctr^. ^,. '.

	

t"^	 Y	 I^`f C!	 widely used for heating, verytiloilnc ^, l<ltchert axri6Lt C'Ei►'3 b:f{S@tC f Y t ,r ^,F'`

systems that require up t9.26,W0 CFA+.' Buiftfor er	
f i

tinuous duty. Performance charts art flfawcri0':^
Forward-curve wheal blowe rs care ti^!el y: a	 t'c `cis can> r	 ,

r	 ditioning, ventilating,: processing,. 	 systems
that require up to T2 1 420 CFrAA. CZulet, efl6cle nn`

	

-, an^^ect`^'Yrn;ca^	 c ^..
Performance chart on page A: All DOytor 1ifcstit^^' . 5 t;tt" C vigil abla	 "'J.
from local dealer and distributor sta4sf' ':,A	 ,':, f	 ,

All blowers listed in this bulletin: arP,0e51gnhd to tiaeer SlPs . k;
t,j 	 construction specifications as dsirrcttsca ^^

f	 sr	 I	 .'^^f	 y	 beyond the performance ravings' tver:',eecs^j^ 	 l^'1r, e^' rf
•	 r

Class fl construction or higher.
tier '

	

DAYTON BLOW ;T , r ,^'y ln^if }

y?s'
j ^
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j1^ ^ lift
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. 	 • 	 S1	 IEFFICIENI" LOW-. NOISE OFEt+:1I.'aI I? ., Ju i '.. i t !s,' C ^'¢'l.clt l5	 { ^"
used onthese blowers have die-fcfrrta# st :` P„. ti"/rleels
are dynamically 6alaneed arid.. 4& o.r}i s::rt [s? :5.:sambled
blowers to assure perfect balgncc `q^rive hdf ci0eroles"in rub-
ber mounted beavings. V-belt drivq is prraci'l:;c&lF/;r, :w;;55. /t'r
deivaries ore based on standard tee#''cedes of 

INLETS. Nan-overloading blcWers:ltc+ire'a der?^C t! rite,! YE'El-

turi inlet that overlaps wheel. ,: rf= rr01+'4% -CUrVe f ` ^ "^i s. l CI 'Ll +. a
ri 'H—ly-forrned'stoel inlet, moth as tjrp 6 4 r(` nni,h)6A, efSr;iont air
floral into Wrlveel.

AD4JSTAi31.1~ DISCHARGE,1=, isrh r e'Co ue l`rhohgcr in Yi3:
field to any of seven optiorial 
at left. Flowers are shipped set for; (" IN ri. to .:ir rn. L, t prn hori-
xontal discharge.
LONG-LIFE REAftClb S. Ground rid. 2YtIrj . ,'" t s qf'a oper-
ates in two self-al igning, pre' lubficat61'_ nd' 4 ' ;', :i: ' b-, !^ LC;',idgcis
on rubber mounted pillow bintlCc^,. ^' 	 f+	 ,' `'

A1{7TOR MOUNT has pivot tzs7st tl	 re p,. i::'a€i 1; c yam: is^^+	 r`
lotion and belt udiustl^lent..lase'Istr; alp: e.l^ n , t f .c'sti#4;^c

mounting NEMA frame ntoters. 11,Qif t^•"^^^' CJ-)n ^ °:f lg^s me ^^ ''
and drive.	 t	 rF ',	 ^'
RIGID CONS RUCTLON, Sturdy,. heovy~gUgg1nrc^we-td^ocl
housing and frame with ang re-brvci^l . fdvs, U40', (";-0, r':`r hosts.
Surfaces are pro ^-treated actainst rust
in baked -on gray enamel.
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12 1]4 '1:o 24!/2" M ON-OVE LOADI G _VfrL SAVERS

Flat-Blade(	 ^OM^ tw.^--,j

Features fiat-blade, bac lkward-incline wheel that delivers tip to
10,380 CFM. Wheel Operates with deep venturi cone thol
matches blower inlet contour_ !designed  for lot,., to medium
static pressure heating, Ventilating, kitchen oxlicoual end similar
systems with high efficiency snd low noise levol.Mwar curt slot
be overloaded at a given RPM and horsepower, regrl ydle5S of
nmaunt of static pressure applied to the system. Has all the
built-in, quality features specified on page one. Shipper] less
motor, pulleys and bells. Optional matching weuthor covers
listed on following page.

w	 ' Outlet
MODEL	

Volume ! _Vet, 	 1,'•1° 5P	 I	 ];2` S p	3, d' SP	 1• SP	 I'!` 5P	 1'	 SP1" SP	 5il

!	 GFId I FPAI	 RPAI 13HP	 RPM BHP	 RKI Blip	 RPM BIIP	 [iPnt BHP	 R ,1'M SHP I P'Pro Bli p	r0r.1 b1iP

858	 1000	 ^+	 A I 1 123	 ^	 1269	 17	 l g,a	 22 1 3559	 8	 1598	 ?5 E
tin 4[333	 19-701210	 1037	 11	 1'3:	 iti	 ?365	 2Y 1 1485	 1-1 1555	 3 R -	 1722	 ,i} { t gE'	 55	 _14'	 i

12	 1115	 1:,JS	 .;•i	 _	 _ 

S peed	 126]	 14910	 132"-	 .16 j 1}51	 f I 1471	 27	 1583	 -d	 11,35	 0 	 ., } i94^ - V
I 1 Sp^^	 12'87	 I50D 1 1290	 .13	 14E2	 .2d	 1528	 .31 I 1635	 38 ^ 1736	 ,44	 1834	 'sf	 ?"1.	 5	 13.207xRPA1	 2	 _ _	 _	 I	 1 _-1459 I 1700 I]4_9	 4	 1539	 .37.	 1645	 .39	 1745	 .4G	 1938	 .54	 1931	 .61	 ?tU3	 77

Outlet 0:1158 sq, ft. 	 1630	 1900 
I- 
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M.436 AND M836 ARE SPRING RETURN
DAMPER MOTORS FOR RESIDENTIAL,
AND LIGHT COMMERCIAL, APPLICA-
TIONS IN SERIES 40 AND SERIES 80
CIRCUITS,

Q Motors provide 2-position zone control.

n Used to operate outdoor air dampers for
combustion or makeup air, changeover
dampers for heating and cooling Systems,

a	 minimum position dampers for ventilation
and similar applications.

i
o Damper motors have an internal spdt switch
for controlling auxiliary equipment, additional.
motors, or to' provide a burner interlock
,witch.

t Q M1436 models require 120 or 24.OV, 60 Hz
supply; 114536 models are for 24V, 60 Hz
supply.

0 Case and cover on all models.

Q Spring returns the motor to the start posi-
tion in case of power interruption or failure.

o Hezaa gonal output shafts on both ends ofthe
motor with rotational direction stamped on
the motor case.

Q M436A and M836A .are equipped with a
thermal breaker for overload protection during
the lifting strobe or if the motor becomes
stalled..

o M836A with bracket, Part No. 128499,
rl_—ectly replaces the h487A Damper Motor.
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TRADEL. INE MODELS

Tradeline models are selected and packaged to provide ease of stocking, ease of handling, and maximum
replacement value. Tradeline model specifications are the same as those of standard modelsexceptas noted below.

TRADELINE MODELS AVAILABLE:
N1436A hamper Motor-120 or 240V, 60 Hz.
M836A,B Damper Motors--24V, 60 Hz.

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED: Mounting brackets, Part
Nos. 126809, 128336, and 126499, and bag

assembly containing the drive bushings, adapter,
and coupling necessary for direct drive applications
and the crank arm lever and clamp necessary for
crank arm drive applications.

ADDITIONAL FEATURES: Tradeline pack with cross
reference label ani :,-;;" action sheet.

STANDARD MODELS

MODELS (also refer to Table. I):
A41436A Damper Motor-120 or 240V ac, spring

return motor for use with 2-wire thermostats
or other spst controllers. Includes internal adjust-
able spdt switch for controlling auxiliary
equipment.

L1836A Damper Motor-24V ac, spring return motor
for use with spst controllers without heat antici-
pation. Includes internal adjustable spdt switch
for controlling awdli4iry equipment.

MS36B Damper Motor-24V ac, spring return motor
for use with spst controllers. If circuit has ther-
mostat heat anticipation, the anticipator should be
set at 0.75 amp. Includes internal adjustable spdt
switch for controlling auxiliary equipmen;.

AM131ENT TEMPERATURE RATING: 32 to 125 F [O to
52 C1,

F1141SH: Gray.

DIMENSIONS. See Fig. 1.

UNDERWRITERS LABORATORIES INC. LISTED
(AM436A, M336A): Pile No. E4436, Guide No. XAPX.

AUXILIARY SWITCH RATINGS (in amperes):

720V AC	 240V AC
Full Load	 7.2	 3.6
Locked Rotor	 43.2	 23.8

Pilot duty: 40 VA at 120 or 240V ac.
AUXILIARY SWITCH ACTION: Spelt-normally open

(R-B) contacts close during the pQvaep stroke and
open during the return strolce. May be adjusted to
operate at any point between 5 and 70 decrees of
motor stroke.

ANGULAR STROKE: 75 degrees.
WEIGHT: 41b., 10 ox. [2.1 kg].
OPTIONAL SPECIFICATIONS:

I. M436A with crank arm.
2. 50 Hz A4436A Damper Motors far international

applications. Models for 220 or 240V ac, with 50 sgc
opening stroke, 25 sec closing stroke. Includes .ground
and cover scregrs and 76403L Bag Assembly.

3. 50 Hz M836A Damper Motor for international
applications. Model is for 24V at, vAth 15-0 sec opening
stroke., 25 sec closing stroke. Includes ground and cover
screws end 7640JL Bag ,P sambiy.

i

I

(continued on pnga 3)
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TABLE I

NOMINAL NOMINAL
MA}CI-

BREAK-
MODEL

VOLT- CURRENT" POWER
MUM

AWAY OPENING CLOSING
DAMPER

NUMBER
AGE (AMP) (WATT)

LOADLOAD
TIME b TIMEb

SLADE

(60 HZ)
_

OPENING HOLDING OPENING HOLDING TORQUE ILB: IN.) AREA

120 0.37 0.12 27.0 8.5 .20 :30 30 sec 26 see 13M436A
(nominal) (norninal) s 	 f^240 0.19 0;06 27.0 8.5

M836A '24 1.85 0.6 27.0 8.5 20 30 30 sec 25 sec 133
(nominal) (nominal) 5q fit

PA836B - 24 1.34 0.73 20:3 11.2 15 30 25 sec 25 $cc -^10
(nominal) (nominal) sq ft

a Breakaway torque is available to overcome an occasionally frozen or seized damper or value. THE MOTOR MUST
NOT BE USED CONTINUOUSLY AT THIS RATING.

b40 sec maximum.

ACCESSORIES:	 5. 7640JN Bag Assembly-mounting, bracket, Part
I. 16254AC Bag Assembly mounting bracket, Fart 	 No. 128336; and screws(Figs. 2 and 6).

No. 1.28499, and screws (see Figs. 2 and 6).	 6 4074BRU Bag Assembly-extension adapter and
2. 7640,3E Bay Assembly-drive bushings, adapter, and 	 screws for mounting Qb07 AuAiary . Pyrtch to P 436A

coupling for direct drive (Figs. 4 and 7). 	 Damper Motor.
3. 76403L Bag Assembly--clamp and crank arm lever

(for crank arm drive). Refer to Figs. 5 and 6.	 7. Q298B Linkage--damper cralzk arms, Bushings,
4. 7640JM Bag Assembly- mounting bracket, Part	 114 inch [6.5 mm] steel roll, and W joint assemblies

No. 126809, and screws (Figs. 3, 4, and 7).	 (Fig. 6):

FRONT vtEW
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FIG. 1--DIMENSIONS OF M436 AND M836 DAMPER MOTORS, IN INCHES [MILLIMETEPls SHEA13i m
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FOR PART NUMBER 12-8376, DIMENSION 15 112 INCH 112.5 mmi;
FOR PART NUM6ER 12-8409. DIMENSION IS 2 . 3116 INCHES
155.5 mm I
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LOCATION ANE , MOUNTING

I4PORTANT

Mount M436 and M836 motors with shaft in
horizontal position.

Locate as near as possible to the equipment to be
controlled. Mounting brackets and bag assemblies for
direcf drive and crank arm drive are furnished with

4	 Tradeline models of these. motors or may be ordered	 FIG. 4—EXPLODED VIEW SHOWING HOW TO

	

separately if required for the installation. Refer to the 	 MOUNT 764DJE'DAMPER SHAFT COUPLING

	

.Accessories section for specifications, Figs. 2 and 3 for	 AND 7640JM MOUNTING BRACKET AS-

	

dimensions, and Figs. 4-7 for installation drawings. 	 SEMBLY TO MOTOR.
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MOUNT 7640JL CRANK ARM ASSEMBLY
TO MOTOR.

ARM ASSEMBLY AND 012986 LINKAGE,

WIRI NG

QAIJTi;-

B^pQtt`^C3^, 5^w^:^s: a rill<.^3aT [l r.^i ^?" a '. t''-•

All wiring must comply with applicable local co•jes,
ordinances, and regulations. Refer to Figs. a and 9
for typical hookup diagrams and to information iu: nklied
with the system equipment.

TO	 ^
POWER Ar	 .
SUPPLY

LIN5 VOLTAGE
°^	 TY.O POSITIaII

L2 L! CONTROLLER .

i	 r	 '
^	 I	 I

I	 I	 •I	 u	 AMILIARY
1	

R	 1"
.._J

.̂E PROVIDE UISCawiw.r MElJ^S . k10 GVF.F . AD PROTM10r. 45 RtQVIREO,

& MAXES R TO B OURIIEG WTOR Mqg ( n-N STU0 .

FIG. 8—TYPICAL HOOKU P OF . W430 .AMP(iR

POWER
SUPPLY

Ll	 L2
Mal)

24VOLT

S	 TR0WOR5' .

VS36A	
LOOMLTAGE:
TTA PQSTTIOII
COUTRCLLF,R

[SRACKET
1W

ASSF.MaLY}	 _

FIG. 7—DAMPER MOTOR DIRECTLY COUPLED TO
DAMPER USING 7640JM MOUNTING
BRACKET ASSEMBLY AND 7640JE DRIVE
COUPLING ASSEMBLY.

! _------
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j	 —^ 1r	 =.•	 AEi Y.IL OL4
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FIG. 9—TYPICAL HOOKUP OF N1835 DAMPER
MOTOR,
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AUXILIARY SWITCH ADJUSTMENT
The internal spdt auxiliary switch of the M436IM836

can be adjusted to operate at any point between 5 and
70 degrees of the motor stroke. It has a 1-2 degree
nonadjustable differential. The switch makes R-H
during the power stroke (motor shaft moves in direction
of the OPEN arrow on outside of case).

Power the motor so it runs to the open position.
Note the point of the motor stroke at which the switch
operates (audible click, or check for continuity across
R-B terminal). If switch operates correctly for the
application, proceed to check out the installation. if
the switch needs to be adjusted, proceed as follows.

1. Determine the number of degrees that the switch
cam must be adjusted to operate switch at the desired
point of motor stroke.

IMPORTANT

Switch should not be adjusted to operate closer than
5 degrees from ends of the motor stroke.

2. Remove motor cover.

A r	 'CA1,JTI QN. 1Dil 
r0alict poi=rer 'cg ply while ad ld^nq thy,

3. Insert a screwdriver in a slot in the switch cam
(white plastic) located near the center of the motor.
Refer to the cutaway view; Fig. 10. Each slot in the
tarn equals approximately 20 degrees of motor rotation.

4. Select a reference point and move cam the correct
number of degrees as follows.

a. To adjust switch to operate nearer the open
(maximum rotation) motor position, move cam
in direction of the CLOSE arrow on outside of
motor case.

b, To adjust switch to operate nearer the closed
motor position, move cam in direction of the
OPEN arrow on outside of motor case.

Reporver the rotor and check point at which the
switch makes and breaks. Readjust if necessary..

FIG. 7U—USING SCREWDRIVER TO ADJUST AUX-
ILIARY SWITCH CAM.

CHECKOUT
Operate the motor through its complete open-close

stroke. Be prepared to release one of the previously
tightened linkage connections, if necessary, to prevent
damage. Check for proper operation, making sure that the
,inkage does not bind and that the motor travels
smoothly through its fully open and closed positions.
If there is excess length of linkage rod, cut it to size.

Make necessary minor adjustments until desired
operation is obtained, and tighten all nuts and setscrews.
A motor checkout should prove that:

1. The motor operates the load.
2. The motor responds properly to the controller,
3. There is no binding of the linkage or motor

stalling at any point of travel.
If motor does not operate properly, check for proper

voltage .or mechanical binding in linkage or damper.
To insure long life, lubricate the felt .pads located

on each of the motor bearings and on the 2 shafts in
the gear train annually. Use Anderol 465 or equivalent.
DO NOT OVER LUBRICATE.

0r-'.
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All Honeywell dampers are designed to provide
economical Lair flow control, yet the D640 and D641

" standard l-loneyweil dampers cut in half the amount of
leakage allowed by an ordinary damper. when even more
stringent requirements are demanded the D642 through
D645 low leakage Moduflow dampers cut leakage to one
hall of one percent of-the rated flow. With these features
Honeywell darrapers can keep cosily heating and cooling
energy from escaping through intake, exhaust, or
hot(wld deck dampers.

I
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The BTU Savers Keep Air Flew Under Central

Cut Ueatifigl Cooling Energy Casts

Using louvered dampers 	 to control air	 flow in	 a

temperature control system is a concept as old as air
conditioning itself. Honeywell's excellence in the field of
temperature control continues with the high quality line
of	 Moduflow	 dampers.	 The	 difference	 between

Honeywell's	 modern,	 well	 engineered	 dampers	 and
others in use today is as great as the difference between
modern	 freon	 compressors and the early ammonia
machines.

Moduflow dampers are designed with the needs of the
Anal consumer in mind and engineered to meet the most

r demanding	 air	 flow	 control	 requirements. They	 arc

} nasinufactured in a factory devoted entirely to damper
production, utilizing the most modern auetai fabrication
machinery and processes.
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,Moduf low""

Dampers

77-5828 9

'Unneywell dampers provide two levels of
performance in the area of pressure, velocity, and
leakage. The D640 parallel blade and D641 opposed
blade standard Honeywell dampers meet most.
;application requirements in these areas. However, the
D642 and D643 low-leakage Moduflow dampers are
available as explained in the following text.

Low leakage Moduflow dampers allow for ultra-low
leakage while providing high velocity characteristics for
both high and low pressure applications. Tltese dampers
utilize many parts common to the standard dampers but
important differences in construction give them

charnctcristics needed In meet the most demanding
requirements. "These (Umpers are available as the D642
and D644 parallel blade dampers, or the D643 and D64 5
opposed blade dampers. l`lae D644 and D645 are
espet• irilly useful in smoke damper applieations.

Honeywell's Moduflow dampers have taken their
place alongside the thermostat, control valve, and other
precision control devices dial. go into making up a
complete automatic control system. These dampers are
designed for vertical or horizontal mounting with precise
air flow control and superior construction as prime
criteria.

s•'

4

Axles are bolted through to blades
for easy malntenance and reliability.

Nine roll formed breaks provide for
straight rigid blades.

Galvanized steel construction
throughout guards against corrosion.

Accessible, corrosion resistant linkage
means easy maintenance.

Close-tolerance, stalnlest steel side

seals Insure longer life and consistent
performance.

Bearings available In nylon or Dllite
for minimum friction.

Y

^t

b

^^^^.ty^.t' r ^

^,-..,^

r )

D641: OPPOSED BLADE MODUFLOW
DAMPER ILLUSTRATED-D640: PARALLEL
BLADE MODUFLOW DAMPER ALSO
AVAILABLE.

0643 9- D 645: OPPOSED BLADE
INFLATP ILE SEAL MODUFLOW DAMPERS
ILLUSTRATED. D642 & D644: PARALLEL
BLADE INFLATABLE SEAL DAMPERS ALSO
AVAILABLE. '
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Fig. 1--Continuous Spring Stainless Steel Side Seals Cut

Leakage to a Minirruin, Promote Longer Seal

Life, and Consistent Performance.

speofficaflo [S

Hunevwell dampers include the following high quality
construction €natures:
SIZES

Ovinpers range frnm a in. (203mm) horizontal and vertica€ to
43 in. (1219mm). Size Increasmi in two-inch (51mm)
increments. Requirements of more tlion 40 inches (1219mm)
are matte up of conventional dampers connected as
multisection units either verti+:aliv or horizontally with easv
to install hardware. NOTL- Minimum size for upposeti blatir,
dampers is 14 in. x 14 in. (356mrn x 3a6mrn).

FRAME

Horizontal members are roll formed .094 in. 1(2,0,rrm)
approx. 13 gauge) galvanized steel channot with "tripin ff"
cross section for extra frame stiffness- Vertical frame
members are roll farmed .094 in. (ZAmm).galvunized steel,
extra deep for frame stiangth (se! Hy. 3).

GLADES

3

' L	 Vk

f r:	 f	 S^ .i y	 ^J	 t; ^ Y ^^	 1 11	 I	 ]	 !^'r^	 "

Y

fl	
1.,1

,1

f	 rl	 ,

, '^	 i	 j ;	 1:Afaa!•'P^^SaC1I^f"s 	
r ly.r

^^:	
.t

- 51171x.	 a	 •^

A€'ROX V4'
t	 t	 11V	 (ta rrr fn) r ,d

~;"	 "	 ^^	 f	 ''	 ',}^1I.^'-y Bl^!	
y. Via;

'is^	 I	 ^7^^bZt1^4st' e^x i p3 }i,.j '

Fig.2—htflatable Seals 'Give Maximum Scal .Off at High
,i	 r Pressures.

All but the 12-in. (3p 5mm) dai;ape s use 6- or 8 -inch (1557 or
203mm) blades or a combination of Both. A single 10-in.
(264mm) blade is used an 12-inu Wbrir„ r) Joinp:m. Slades
are roll fanned .06Z in. [0.0mm) approx. 10 gaugi,l ttLUI far
blade rigidity.

The drive blade on D640/0641 dampers with a €iuritootal
dimension of 36 inches (914mm) ar larot- i:, te.irLrs v „"jith
a .0624n. (1.6mm) stiffener plate. i1lllWJbt0 seal damfii:rs 30
inches (762mm) and larger I1BV0 all Ijladas r6riletUA

BLADE SEALS

Blade ends are sealed with tight-cleamrce, sprinp sicti ilrsss

steel continuous seal strips. On standard Moduilow dampers
the mating edges of blades meet with intcrinckir,r i"J,3nM
Steel edges, Closed Coll nsoprene foam edging t^jl r r 11 iry

(5 x 13mm)1 is optional for milting edges It s. i 'rltgt
dampers inflatable seal blL ,vo •.:d,es arc
fabric-reinforced neaprons rubber to imura rni,riruurn t : t,Jl agr
(see Fig. 2).

HARDWARE

Linkage bracket and linkage r;ona^ctrng ^t^ds J6118 i,i. (Elrrrm

dia.j are zinc plated steel, All trunni p ;, rods ar gil bre" s. Se
screws and mounting bolts are zinc plated. Bearings are iiyloi

(standard) with Oilito bearings ttirtinoal.

ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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SPECIAL MODELS

0644 and 0645 high temperature dampers are available for
high temperature applications such as smoke dampers.
They are constructed and have characteristics similar to
0642/0643 low leakage inflat-rble seal dampers but have
higher temperature ratings.

AXLES

All axles are 1/2 in. (13mm) diameter zinc plated steel. Axles
are fastened to the blades with through-bolts. Drive blades on
all dampers have adjustable axles that can extend to 4 inches
(102mm) beyond the frame.

7"

38
I/4' TOLES FOR	 (98)
DOITING FRAME
TO DUCT OR!
FRAMES
TOGETHER IN
MULTISECTION
INSTALLATIONS

(76)

421
(E IG)

°S"FRAME MEMBER

FINISH

Galvanized steel frame and glades.

OPERATOR MOUNTING

Mo,inting lugs are furnished for internally mounted
pneumatic or electric operators. Drive blades feature
extendable axles for external operator mounting.

TEMPERATURE RANGES

D640 - D643; A O to 20OF ( -40 to 93C).
0644 & 06h5; AO to 40OF (-40 to 2020).

'W' FRAME MEMBER

{7sJ
1/4" HOLES FOR
BOLTING FRAME
TO DUCT OR
FRAMES

232
TOGETHER 1N
MULTISECTION
INSTALLATIONS

(56)A

4. N'

EXTENSION AXLE
FOR EXTERNAL DRIVE
CONNECTION AND
FOR CONNECTING
MULTI SECTIONS

EXTEND THIS SHAFT
OUTSIDE OF DUCT ON
MOST ACCESSABLE SIDE
FOR DAMPERS THAT WILL
HAVE EXTERNAL DRIVE
CONNECTIONS

77-3828-c
^^l

Pig 3-Frame Afember Cross Section ConstrWlirnt and Dimensions in Inches (Millimeters).

4
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CED STRIPS FURNISHED FOR EACH 4-CORNER JUNCTION.
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MAXIMUM PR'SSOr3E DIFFERENTIAL

013401"V64 1 - 3 in. we (76mm).
0642-0645 - 6 in. we ( 152mm).

MAXIMUM APPROACH VELOCITY Mon-Turbulent)

0640/0641 -1509 fpm (7.7 m/s).
0642-0645-4000 fpm (20 m/s).

VEi TIF AL SLADE CONSTAUCTION

All models of Modufiow dampers are available with special
construction features for mounting with the blades in the
vertical position. A slight increase in leakage can be expected.

ROLL FORMED FRAMES AND GLADES

These dampers are constructed of high quality material and
are manufactured with automated roll forming and automatic
welding machines. This increases the consistency in quality
and guarantees completely uniform dampers. The consistency
in dimensions, square frames, and close tolerances is
especially important for multisectian damper construction.

MULTISECTION DAMPERS

Individual Honeywell Mloduflmv dampers are consu acted ir,
"nominal" sizes ranging up to 43 inches (1219mm) on eith-
measurement, in two-inch (51mrn) increments, Tl„
applications requiring dampers larger than 43 inches 	 !'
(1219mm) dampers are supplied as multisecti,on units (see
Fig. 4). Figures 4a and 4b show typical vertical and
horizontal expansion of two-sectiun dampers.

ti

i.

z ^-uzs-a

4- .Multisection Damper Construction	 fig. 4a—Vertical Expansion. Fig.0-l-iorizontal Exr^ansion.
(Horizontal Blade).

S	 77-SR28
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Fig. 5—Drive Blade Axle Adjustment for Multisection
Installation.

Multisection damper construction is made easy because the
fienge and bolt hole arrangement on Honeywell dampers is
such that they lend themselves to quick, easy alignment.
Figure 4 is o typical four-sectton damper, Constructed from
tour equal size damper s.eetions.

'aompor blade motion is transmitted from one horizontal
section to another by use of interconnected drive axles (see
Fig: 5). Otede motion is transmitted vertically through the
use of interconnected drive linkages (see Fig. 6).

Hondywell's stamper: are designed to minimize installation
effort and save time. The frame and blade construction
provides maximum squareness and rigidity (see Fig. 3). The

flanged "B" frame member, make halting multisection
damper, together easier. They also provide a convenient
means for duct mounting.

Moduflow dampers are packaged in 10 mil, polyethylene,
shrink pack with linkage and corner protectors to prevent

damages during storage and handling. In the case of
multisection damper installations the SECTION ASSEMBLY
KEY (Fig. 7) is visible withdut opening the package until it is
timu to install that damper section.
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Damper's

S1zCTION. ASS'Y KEY 3A 3 
NOTE- THE CiRCLED
AREA DENOTES
THE LOCATION OF
THIS DAMPER iH
THE INSTALLATION.

ZA 28' _. .

IA I 

1--ig.7—Section Assembly Key label for MWtisection
Dampers (as viewed from the downstream side).

This sectioh assembly key informs the installer not only of
j	 the location of the particular damper in hand but also how
!	 many sections (6 in example) will make up the complete
j	 installation.

-INSTALLER-
INSTALL DAMPER SQUARE

DO NOT TWIST FRAME	 TOF

DOWNSTREAM
SIDE	 DRIVE BLADE

- 	77—'38RB^h

Fig. 8—Damper installation Labels.

horizonta€ dampers and the two cannot be Interchangnr!.
However, Installation procedures for them is emast the same.

To work smoothly dampers must be installed square and
plumb ( flat).

Allow at least 8 inches (203mm) clearance front and flack for
correct damper blade operation.

Dampers larger than 48 inches (1219mm) will be provided as

multisection units.

Multisection damper installations larger than 96 incites
(2438mm) will require field fabricated bracing. The bract:
should be from the damper framing near the center of thu
assembly to the floor, ceiling beams, duct framing, or other
solid structural member adjacent to the damper.

00 NOT WELD MULTISECTIONS TOGETHER, use tine
bolts provided.

MASK THE SIDE SEALS NEXT TO THE DAMPEn
BLADES if field painting is required.

Dimension "A" always represents blade length (Dither vertical
or horizontal).

14N1

The labels shown in Figure 8 are also attached to the damper
bfades.. Mounting , the low leakage damper with the
DOWNSTREAM SIDE label an the proper side insures
maximum close •aff and smooth operation of the damper
motor.

The INSTALLER label has an important message for the
installor. Misalignment of the damper can cause twist in the
frame creating blade and linkage bind. This in turn will
overload the damper motor or render it inoperative.

Located.an the bottom blade of Honeywell dampers is the
DRIVE BLADE label. It is important that the damper
operator be connected to this blade only. On standard
dampdrs 36 inches (9-14mm) and larger the drive blade is
reinforced to prevent twist caused from the torque of the
operator. (The drive blade is the only blade reinforced on
standard dampers.) On low leakage dampers 30 inches
(792mm) and larger all blades are reinforced.

RULES FOR INSTALLATION

Damper blades must always be Installed horizontally except
in the case of the special ^,ertical blade models of each
damper. Vertical dampers are constructed differently from

LEAKAGE

The design and construction of a damper vvill determine Iiow
much separation will exist between the blades and the frama.
Any separation reduces the efficiency of the damper.

If a damper is not constructed with affcntivu stealing
elements, the amount of leakage will be proportional in thA{
amount of differential pressure applied to the blade. Causin;I
the blades to twist by increasing the closing force has little
effect on reducing leakage.

However, closing farce is important when a cornptu^sir r n type
seal.is used. The. force available must be great onuuil tt.
compress the seal from its first point of contact to its lb:t
point of contact. This force must be stated for true deaope,-
comparisons.

The effect of damper leakage may be to:
Decrease capacity of a unit;
Limit controllability;
Limit effectiveness of isolation as in smoke damper
applications;
Waste va luable energy,

_SAL PAGE IS
 77 - 5 ,"2 1;
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The leakage ratings of simple dampers average approximately
50 cfm/sn. ft. (0.25m3 /sec/m2) with 1.5 in water static
pressure.

Provisions which Honeywell takes to insure minimal leakage
on standard dampers are:

BLADES'- - Constructed of .082 in.galv©nized steel with nine
longitudinal "breaks" in the cross section to provide rigidity
Pius reinforcing of the drive blade,

GLADE SEALS — Mating edges of the standard dampers
meet with interlocking formed steel edges.

Following are nominal leakage figures for the Honeywell line
of dampers:

3
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Dampers
Honeywell

0 2•Position Force limitation

Electric & Electronic Motor Damper Ratings (Ft2 of Damper)

Damper Rating

Mat or0 mW. stroke) 0640 & 0841 0642 & 0643

M634, M734, M934 (35 lb-in.) 150A 120.1)

M445, M745, M845, M945 (50 lb-in.) 21 (2) 180.71

M644, M744, M944 (150 III in. 200 !b bearing `emit! 47 (4.4) 39 (3.6}

a	 Table 1-Maximum Damper Operator Rating in Square Feat (Square Motors) of Damper Area.

i

Tt

Damper 0640 & 0641 0642 & 0843

Type Operation Modulating Service	 2 Pas. Service Modulating Service	 2 Pas. Service

Spring 13 psi M 18 psi M 18 psi M 13 psi M 18 psi M 16 psi M
Motor	 psi (kPa) (90 kPa) 1125 We) (125 kPa) (90 kPa) (125 We) (125 kpa)

MP909A	 2-7 115 .50) V-2), 2 (.2)* 2(.2) 1.5 (.1)* 1.5 (.1)* 1.5 (.t)
"	 3-13 (20 .90) ,.:: 4 (A) 3.5 0) ---- 30) 30)
"	 5-10 (35-70) 3.11 0) 4 (A) 5.5 (.5) 3 (.3) 3 (.3) 4.5(-4)
It	 7-13 (50 .90) - 4 (A) 5.5 (.5) - 3 (.3) 4.5 (:4)

10-15 (70-105) - 4 (A) 3.5 0) .... 3 0) 30)

MP909B	 2-7 t15-59) 5 (.5)* 5(.B)* 5(.5) 4 (A)* 4 (.4) 0.4)
"	 3-13 (20-90) 80) 80) 7 (.7) 7(.7)
"	 5-10 (35 .70) 8'(.71. 8(.7) 12 (1.1) 7 0) 7 0) 10 (Q)
of	 7-13 (50-90) 80) 12 0 -1) 7 0) 100)
"	 10-15 (70-105) 8 0) 80) -- 7 0) 70)

MP909C	 2-7 (15 -50) 8 0)• . 8 (.7)* 8 0) 7 (.7)* . 7 0) 7 0)
of	 3-13( 20-90 !• °- • 12(1-) 12 (1) ---- 100) 100)

5-10 (35-70) 12 0) 12 (1) 200-9) 11](3) 10(.9) 16 0.5)
"	 7-13 (50-90). -	 - 12 (1) 200-9) - - - - 1.0 (.9) 160.5)

MP904A	 713 (50 -90) 45(4.2) 45 (4.2) - 36(3.4) 36(3.4)
(MP904A w120 psi .. (60) (5.8) (60) (5.8) .. • . (50) (4.7) (50) (4.7)

1 140 kPo). m) .

MP904B	 : - ' 2-7 (15 .50) 20( 1.9) 0 20 (1.9)* 200.9) .... 15 (1.4) * 150-4)
"	 3.13 (20 .90) ' .. 30 (2.8)" 30(2.8) 25(2.3) 25(2.3)
'•	 7.13 (50 .90) . 30(2.8) 45.(4.2) .... 26(2.3) 31 (2.9)

MP903A	 3-13 (20 .90) •	 . 8 0) 80) - 7(.6) 7(.6)

S.

1

y

t

i

.	 f
NOTES:

1. Two position ratings are based on standard dampers requiring 5 lb-in:lft7 of closing torque and low leakage dampers requiring

j	 6lb•in.N2 closing torque to properly close the damper.
2. Modulating ratings are based nn 213 of the above torques and 2 psi (15 kPa) maximum offset and are opplicable throughout the

r	 performance range of damper intended.
3. 150 lb-in. Modutroi' motor-siuing limited by 200 lb bearing load limit.

t "Trademark
77.5828 10
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Honeywell

J^

"fable 1 illustrates the maximum operator rating for various
pneumatic and electric damper operators. By referring to this
table the installer can determine which operator or how
many operators are needed for a particular installation.

EXAMPLE: A damper required for installation has an "A"
dimension of 120 inches 0048mm), and a "B" dimension of 78
inches 0 981mm). This damper has an equivalent area of 70
square feet (6.5 sq m). Checking the operator table you see that
three MP904B pneumatic operators with a 3 to 13 psi (,2 to .9
bar) spring range ate needed to operate a multisection damper
this size.

Although differences in damper design from one damper to
another may not be obvious they are of utmost importance
in terms of the performance and reliability you want.
Through quality design, materials, and workmanship
Honeywell Moduflow dampers provide you with highly
efficient, low-leafage air flow control without sacrificing
veonomy.

L	 i
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6.•
r	 ^^,`	 c ^.	 1	 `	 r i.
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Fig. 11.
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series R34p A41W
SOLID STATE DIFFERENTIAL TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER AND SENSOR

For Solar Heating Applications

APPLICATION
The Series R34 differential temperature controller was
designed for use on solar heating; applications. It auto-Y-'
maticatly turns on a circulating;	 pump	 or blower	 to

^-^	 transfer hot liquid or air from the collector to the star- FI'=
age facility when a predetermined temperature differen-
tial is exceeded. The pump or blower is turned off when -^- Y'4	 C I
the rnedium temperature from the collector approaches
the storage temperature. Tltis controller is also for other
differential temperature control applications.

sensor	 a nickel wireThe Type A41W temperature	 is
wound temperature element for use with the Series R34
controller. It is for temperatures up to 350° F (177° C)
with a resistance of 1000 ohms ' 1 1,4r, at 70' F (21' C).
It has a temperature coefficient of approximately 3 ohms
per degree Fahrenheit. F'B• 1 - Type R34AAB conlroiler and Type A41 W sensor.

ternal. wiring is connected to identified screw terminals
on a terminal strip. The high and low set points are set
and sealed at the factory to the customers specifications.
The Type 1134AAA is supplied ip a .NENIA Type 1
enclosure.

The sensing elements mount directly to the collector
panel and in a bulb well in the storage tapk on hot
water systems. A well is not required for the storage
sensor when the air storage system is used. The sensors
have two 22" long .##18 AWG wire leads.

SPECIFICATIONS

]	 URi of
179	 r

 
i^

.	 TJr{r.f -I fUrR.Aff

A41W-1 Sensor -

R34AAA-1
controller in

NEMA Typo 1
Enclosure

20--5 (11±3) 3'13 ( 3=2)

R34AA$• 1 Controller 20{-5 (11'' 3} 5?:3 (3 l.21

Type A41 W
Electrical, Connections: Two 22" long #is AIWG Strand-
ed wire leads.

FEATURES
—All solid state components.
—Easy to install and wire.

- Shielded wire not normally required.

—Accurate sensitive nickel wire sensing; element.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The differential temperature controller has all solid
state components and operates from two Type A41W
precision nickel resistance temperature sensors. One
sensor is located at the collector panel and the other
in the storage facility,

The output trine is isolated from the control circuitry
with an optically coupled isolator. The "isolated tab"
output triac inherently provides an electrical ly insulated
heat sink.

d
7r

51	 The Type R34AAB is open construction and mounts
i	 on four standoffs within the controlled equipment. Ex-

Q^

v

Off' ^r

1t.'.
Fig, 2—Type R34AAA contraller.

Operating Temperature Ranges: —40' to 350' F
( -40' to 1.77° Q.

Reference Resistance: 1000 ohms at 70' F (21' C).

Resistance Tolerance; 15r, at 70' F (21' C).

Sensing Element: 'Temperature sensitive nickel wire
wound.

Temperature Coefficient: Positive at approximately 3
ohms per tlegree Fahrenheit. (5.4 ohms per degree
Celsius.)

 Fagg l
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ACCESSORIES
Bulb Wells For Type A41 W

Part
Number' 4 '

--- r.^ -•r
Ipsarllgrs'	 f{ 

Lan^th	 i,

^—
- r+^y$

.,.

WEL12A-60OR 21) A"	
..

E t•crr
wEL16A-00Ofi

21/4, ri" hll"r

SNIPPING WEIGHT

'	 product
fJumber	 ;. t	 ;,I^s•

A41 W-1 LAS .027

R34AAA•1 1104 .f;4

R34AAB-1 .4 .113

REPAIRS AND REPLACEMENT

%^`..__..... _ _....._.r:...Y.._.._......aY_.::L:u.uri]al,f^s"..u^.i4:^a3£..i..'•! '^1:^;G".ii.11f rbY,^r:.:^kii^i^^fir^,^i:;.s:. -.. ^...a. _ _......,..-..rl .s ...:K:.—.^.:............_..,^.-.."_..^. ,^ ..._. _... _ 	 ... _.
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TYPICAL 50LAR DOMESTIC HOT WATER SYSTEM

COLL EcroR

AAI
COLL Cc roR	 . .

SLt1SUH 1 .r	 1101 WA'IFR
7H34	 FhOM COLLECIOR

I..

I)IFFERENTIAt i 	 SOLEN010
TEMPERATUREi	 r VALVE
CONTROtI.ERi	 LOIO WAFER	 1̂-- -_-

	

10 COLLECTOR	 TLMPLRATUHE
PELIEF VALVE

COLD WATF.E- T̂ -	 4
	 WATERSUPPLY

T	 SERVICE

441 51 OVAGE

SOLENUIp I-

^ 	
y° CIRCOL PTfSFi 	}SLN5oH

4 VALVE	 J,	 PUM	
HOT WATER TANK

Fig. 3-Drawing of typical solar domestic hat water system.

SERIES R34

120 TO 120 V. A.C.
POWER SUPPLY

101 SERVICEQ
 

#	 OPTIONAL
SWITCH.C.7^ ^._.__-..^ SERVICE SWITCH

PUMP_-I	 I 0 f-	 PUMP

OVER TEMP.

COLL ECTORS COLLECTOR
SENSOR A4kW-1 SENSOR

0 STORAGE ' STORAGE
SENSOR A41W-I SENSOR

Fig. 4-Typical wiring diagram.

Types R34AAA, R34AAB

Ambient Temperature: 0° to 120° F (--1 6 1 to 491C).
IVlaxinlum Bear sink temperature is 194" F (90° Q.

Eioctricul Connections: Identified terminal screw on ter-
minal strip. See Fig. 5.

Electrical Load: 120V. A.C., 2 amps. maximuan.

Supply Voltage: 120 V. A.C.

Field repairs must not be made. Replacement emits may
be obtained from the nearest Penn Commercial Systems
Wholesaler. When ordering a replacemenr controller or
sensor, specify Product Number shown an the units.

For trouble-shooting procedure, see Series R34 installa-
tion and Operation 1n5cructions Form 996 -94.

ORDERIN G INFORMATION

To order, specify:

1. Complete Product Number.

2. Bulb well Part Number for Type A41W, v hen
required.

3. If set points other than shown in Bulleti.i are de-
sired, write Customer Service.

DIMENSIONS
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Fig. 2--Type 1t34AA0 soolroller.

PE,ntn^C,OnTROLSr.l9
PANY

SOLID STATE DIFFERENTIAL
TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER

INSTALLATION M11D

OPERATION INSTRUCTIONS

SERIES 1134
FORM 995-941

5.q	 3

APPLICATION
This tiifferencial temperature controller was designed for
use on solar heating applications. It automatically turns
on a circulating pump or blower to transfer hot liquid
or air from the collector to the storlige facility when a
predetermined temperature differential is exceeded. The
pump or blower is turned off when the medium tem-
perarure from the collector approaches the storage
temperature. This controller can also be used for other
differential temperature control applications.

INSTALLATION
Follow equipment manufacturer's instructions where
availuble. if not available, proceed as follows.

Locating and Mounting

Locare the controller in any convenient, protected loca-
tion near the controlled c Eptlpment. Under full load con-
ditions the controller dissipates approximately 4 watts
and must be mounted with adequate clearance around
the device to ajlow convection cooling; of the triac lieat
sink. Mount Type R34AAA by the three Iriounting lugs
un the enclosure. Mount Type R34AAB un four stand-
offs.

Locate the controller where the ambient temperature
does not exceed 120° F (4) a Q or go below 0' F
(---t8 a C). The maximum heat sink temperature is 1940
IF (90 0 Q.

Wiring

CAUTION. Disconnect power supply before wir-
ing; and mounting connections are made to prevent
elecerical shock or possible damage to equipment.

All wiring; mast be in accorchtnce with local regulations
and the National Electrical Code.

Check rating of circulating; l)tlmp or blower motor to
be sure it dues not exceed rating of the Series R34 con-

Fig. 1 --Typo R34AAA contrallor with cover ritmovosi.

troller. If rating of motor exceeds the Series R34 rating,
install an adequately rated relay or contactor to operate
motor.

Make wiring connections to identified screw terminals
on the barrier strip. The sensor leads should he at leist
No. 18 wire for lengths up to 50 ft. Igo, 14 wire should
be used for runs up co 250 ft. Splices should he matte
with wire nuts or by soldering; and taping.

CAUTION: Make all wiring; connections and check
for correctness before applying power. Improper
wiring may cause permanent darnag;e.

ADJUSTMENTS

This controller is set at the factory and cantiot be ad-
justed irk the field.

CHECKOUT PROCEDUNE

When components are installed and wiring; is completed
recheck the (tilting and apply power.

Before leaving the installation, a complete operating
cycle sh ould be observed to sce that all components Rtir
functioning properly.

TYPICAL SOLAR DOIAESTIC HOT WATER SYSTEtA

x	 COLLECTOR
A f -^ COLLECTOR 

SENSOR

4R^G g QuY^	
R34	 FR

HOT WATEK
QIA COLLECTOR

	

DIFFERENTIAL	 SOLENOID

CONTRO LER 

[^_

D WATER	
VALVE

COLLECTOR r 7EJ.iPf:R VALVE
f?EI.IEf TIRE

GOLD
E1JJFALY^r=	 1	 ^3-. -_	 ^f YIATFR

	

L	
tt1
	

lr	
5c:ttl.iE'=

SOLENo ID'
VE

	;O YCIFC it.n?'73 '	I	 a::{;S L+

	

VAL	 Plif."F	 '_ ._... .	
ra^T Vt«tE« turf+.

Fig. 3 — Drawing of typical salm 8unic;fic hol wnt:'r ';ysMrn-
s
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SERIES R34

120 6	 — - .. ^.-s TO 120 V. A.C.
V.	 POWER SUPPLY

SERVICED- 	+ i	 OPTIONAL
^^^711 S141TCH,.,A	 --J SERVICE SWITCH

PUMP_	 ,^ (a T— 	UMP

P.

A41W .,I COLLECTOR
SENSOR

STORAGE , A41W-1 STORAGE
SENSOR ^	 SENSOR

Fig. 4 -- Typicoi wiring diugrum.

TROUBLE-SHOOTING PROCEDURE

If circulating device (pump or blower) fails to ener-
gize when conditions indicate it should be running,
proceed as follows:

1. Use a thermometer and check to be sure the proper
differential does exist.

2. Check for proper voltage (126 V. A.C. )supply to
terminals 5 and 6, see Figure 4.

3. if Steps 1 and .2 check all right, disconnect the col-
lector sensor leads from the Series R34 controller.
This simulates a very high collector panel temper-
attire and the pump (blower) should energize.

Another w;q to test this function would be to recon-
nect the collector sensor and short circuit the swriige
sensur. This simulates atI extremely low iturage
temperatUrt' and the punip (blower) should energize.

If this step energizes the pump, a defective collector
sensor and/or storage sensor is indicated. Refer to
sensor checkout instructions in Series A41 instruc-
tion Form 996-164.

4. If the Type A41W sensors are operational per Step
3, short circuit terminals 3 and 4 for the manual
override and if the pump (blower) energizes, a de-
fective manual override switch is indicated, Check
wiring to switch. Replace the switch if bad.

CAUTION. Use extreme care. These terminals are
line vultage and could cause electrical shock.

9. If short circuiting the service switch terminals does
not energize the bump (}flower), a defective Series
R34 is indicated and should be returned to the fac-

tory fur repair.

REPAIRS AND REPLACEMENT

Fief repairs must not be made. Replacement units may
be obtained from the nearest Penn Commercial or Sys-
tems Wholesaler, When ordering a replacement con-
troller, specify product Number shown an the, controller.

u

Printed in U.S.A.

.r, ...:.,	 ....

Penn Division
Johnson Controls, Inc.

1201 West Crost3y Road, Carrolllon. TX 750016

-3d
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DPDT TYPE
314XBX48P

OPDT TYPE
314XBX

TPDT TVI
314xcx

A314TRAME

-	 E

TPDT TYPE
3-14XCX4SP

CONTROL RELAY'S 9 General Purpose

OPEN	 ..
TYPE

SPDT TYPE
314XAX

ENCLOSED
PLUG-IN

SPDT TYPE	 f
314XAX48P

a

bomp a Ct Industrial Relays

1, 2, OR 3-POLE *DT

10-AM, PERrs CONTACTS

0 111. RECOGWED'

O OPEN OR PLUG-IN ENCLOSED TYPES

10 MILLION MECHANICAL LIFE

• Under U:L Gotnpanent Rneegnttton Program - Fite M224

DUNCO A314 Frame relays are medium-duty units for
general-purpose industrial applications requiring excel-
lent reliability and packaging density in low .-cost 11L.
Recognized components.'
OPEN A314 Frame relays require only two small mount-
ing holes, one for a € 6 mountirig Stud, the other for a guide
tab.
PLUG-IN. "ICLOSED A314 Frame relays are equipped
with standard p or 11-pin octal style plugs, and dust-
tight, flame-resistant, clear polycarbonate covers. Those
with 120 volt, 60 Flz ac, or 115 volt do coils p re also
available with buill-in lamps to indicate when powor is
being applied to coil.
APPLICATIONS for the A314 Frame relays span a wide
range of logic and load handling jobs for the control
of instruments. small rnotors, solenoid valves, heahna
elements, and other industrial devices.

J.
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r . CONTROL RELAYS Is General Purpose

Typical Specifications: A314 Frame Relays
configurations and Type Designat ions:

OPEN TYPES

f

{

CONTACT

CONFIGURATION
OPEN

TYPES

ENCLOSED, PLUG-IN TYPES

Basic with Neon Lamp

Spf.': A3141AS A314XAIAOP A314XAX41PL

DPOT A31X6X A3141111XUP A3108011PL

TP07 A314XCX A314XCX45P A314XCX40PL

Contact Ratings:
10 amperes or % hp at 120 volts ac.

5 ainperesor'/, hp at 240 volts ac.

Dielectric Strength:
1500 volts ac for 1 minute

Electrical Spacings

rb" minimum through air; %" minimum over sur-
faces between current-ca(r.ying parts.

Coil Data—continuous duty
AC Coils, 50160 HA	 DC COIL$

VOLTAGE
{Nominal)

Current
In mA

Resistance
In Ohms

6 335. 6
12 169: 21

24 83, as
120 17.5 2250•
240 8.75 9110

Voltage Overating Range:
ACrelays operate at 85% and withstand 110% of
nominal voltage.
DC relays operate at 80% and withstand 110% of
nominal vo^iari.

Dperating Ambient Temperature:
-450 to 150° C.

Mechanical Life Expectancy:
TO million operations, minimum.

Weight:
Open types.--2 Dunces, approx.
Enclosed, plug-in types 3 ounces, approx.

U.L. Recognition:
Open and basic . enclosed plug - In relays are rec-

ognized under the Underwriters' Laboratories
Inc., Component Recognition Program-file number
E13224.

ORDERING IN ORMATION:
Always specify relay type number, and coil voltage
and frequency.

.5. ji w !& (APPROX) Y PL5.
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THESE THERMOSTATS AND SUBBASES

PROVIDE LOW VOLTAGE CONTROL OF
MULTISTAGE HEATING AND COOLING
SYSTEMS INCLUDING HEAT PUMP
SYSTEMS.

q T872 Thermostat requires a Q672 Subbase.

13 Q672 Subbase provides system and fan
t

.
swi ching, wiring terminals and mounting
base for T872 Thermostat.

q T872 Thermostat has silent dust-free

mercury switches operated by coiled bimetal

elements.

Q672 Subbase mounts on wall. or hori-

zontal outlet box.

0 Adapter plate available for , mounting Q672

Subbase on vertical outlet box,

0 Heat anticipator(s) are adjustable; cooling

anticipator(s) are fixed.

External levers , and scale for temperature

setting located on top of thermostat case,

(3 Cover thermometer on all T872 Thermo-

stat models.

L

I^^I^^^	
L

IF

70 A

r

0 Locking cover and locking :lever screws
available for T872 Thermostats.
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T872' A 0 C D E r	 F

HEATING 1 1 2 2 — 2
SWAGES
COOLING 1 2 1 2 2 —
STAG ES

Q672 switching subbase Tradeline models provide
system and fan switching as listed.

OC372 SYSTEM FAN

A Heat-Auto-Cool Auto-On
B Heat-Off-Cool

—
Auto-On

E (.,ff•Heat•Auto-Cool Auto-On

TRADEL.INE FEATURES:

*Tradeline package with cross reference label and
special instruction sheet.

* T872A and D models with adjustable temperature
locking stops.

0 All Tradeline T872 models are suppl iod with locking
lever and locking cover accessories.

*All Tradeline T872 models i nclude 130821A
Adapter Piate Assembly for mounting T872-
0672 on a vertical outlet box.

* All Tradeline -thermostat models are compatible
with all Tradeline switching subbase models.

T872 THERMOSTATS

MODELS: See Table 1.

ELECTRICAL RATING: 24 to 30V ac.

SWITCHING: Coiled bimetal elements operate mercury
switches.

TEMPERATURE ADJUSTMENT. Heating and cooling
setting levers, with common scale located on top of
thermostat base. Common lever for heating and
cooling on T872R, 1 cooling lever on T872E, and I
heating lever on T872F.

TEMPERATURE SCALE RANGE:: 44 to 86 F. Scale
is marked every 2 F and labeled 50, 60, 70 and 80 F.

THERMOMETER RANGE: 52 to 98 F.

CHANGEOVER DIFFEREN'T'IAL: 3 F minimum
between heating and cooling. Levers may be set apart 	 FIG. I--DIMENSIONS OF 1872 THERMOSTAT
For greater separation. 	 MOUNTED ON 0672 SUBBASE.

(corilinurd on paqe 3)
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INTERSTAGE DIFFEREN'T'IAL: 1 F between heating
or cooling stages.

FINISH: Silver bronze.

MOUNTING MEANS: T872 'Thermostat mounts on
Q672 Subbase. Subbase mounts horizontally on wall
or outlet box. Mounts on vertical outlet box with
optional 130821A Adapter Plate Assembly.

OPTIONAL SPECIFICATIONS (7872 only):
I. Locking cover and locking lever.
2. Nonadjustable factory added stop. Limits heating

set point to 75 F maximum, cooling set point to 75 F
minimum.

3. Customer personalization.
4. Centigrade scale.
S. Fast cycling on heating stage(s) for electric heat

applications.

6. Adjustable locking temperature stops.
7, 'Thermostat cover less thermometer.

ACCF?SSORiES:
1. Locking cover and locking lever assembly, Part

No. 133627AA; includes two No. 4 x 1 14 panhead
screws to lack set point levers p,us screws and Allen
wrench for locking cover.

2. Universal thermostat guard---
-Part No. 133722A, clear plastic cover and beige

plastic mounting base;
-Part No. 133722D, clear plastic cover and clear

plastic "ring type" mounting bass. Thermostat
need not be removed from wall to install guard;

-Part No. 133723A, beige plastic cover and beige
plastic mounting base.

t

r
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TABLE 1-T872 THERMOSTAT SPECIFICATIONS

t

.	 ............. _.._.	 ....__.
APPLICATION ANTICIPATION

MODELS AND RE
!a STOOK SYSTEM STAGES -FITG_(A_ 0.11 C^'tl! IRIG (FlY,F_D!

HEAT
-_

COOL OTHER T GF1 S- GF2 S^. !'F_ A Ss rE?_OPTIONS ,LACES
T

T072A -Standard and Tradeline STO 1 1 - 0.1.1.2A - ' D•1 ,GA
--75 F scaleplato stop STD 1 1 0:1-1.2A - 0-1.5A -

oillocking cover T870A
-Adj heater set .a amp STD 1 1 - 0.1-1.2A 41.6A -
-Adjustable locking tom- STD 1 1 - 0.1-1.2A - 0-1.6A -

peraturs stops (TIL)
T8728 --Standard and Tradeline STO 1 2 - 0.1 -1.2A - 0---1.2A 0-1.0A

-Adi Mentor set .4 amp TB708
STD 1 2 - . 0.1.1.2A 0-1.2A 0-1 -OA

T872C -Standard and Tradeline STD 2 1 - 0.1 -1.2A 0.14.2A 00,5A -
--75 E scaleplate stop T676C STD 2 1 - 0,1-1.2A 0.1 .1.2A 0.1.5A

whacking cover
-Fast cvcliR	 .. Elec. . Hoot 2 1 - 0.12.0 .6A 0.12 .0.6 A .0-1.5A

T872D-Standard and Tradeline STO 2 2 - 0.1-1.2A 0.1-1.2A 0-1.2A 0-1.0x1
-Adjustable locking ten!- TB700

STD 2 2 - 0.Y-1,2A Q.1-1,2A 0-1.2A 0-1 QA
perature stops (T/l.l

T872E -Standard and Tradoline T870E 2-Stage. _Cool f- .. 2 - - -- 0-1.2A 0.1.0A
T812F --Standard and Tradalina 2-Stage Heat

2.
- - 0.1-1,2A 0.T-1,2A

--Locking cover T87OF 2-Stage Heat 2 - - 0,1-1 :2A 0.1-1,2A - -
-Fast cycling Elec Heat 2 - 0.12.0.6A 0.12 .0.6,A, - -

T872G--Fast cycle stage 2 heat_ T870G Ht Pump 2 1 7e 0.1.0A 0,12.0,6A - 0-1 -OA
T872H-Use with Q672C New Ht Pump . 1 1 18 0•0.8A - - 0-0.9A
T672M-Mato! heating-cooling -

application ( Requires
Remote 

Panel 1 1 1c 0.1 -1.2A - 4-1.5A -manual changeover
.... _..	 remote switching)

SwitchingSwitching
......_............

T872Q--Night swback henf -ing ?B700	 ._. STD 1 = 1	
..

0:1-1.2A - -
Ta72R -Standard TBROR Ht PumPu 2 1 1 d 0.1 .5A - 0-1.5A
T872T --Represantative model New STa-Vent 	 og 1 2 ifl 0.1 1.2A -- 0.1,0A 0-1.0A

i

e Changeover stage-operates with cooling.
bFixed voltage type anticipation.
c Nonadjustable heating changeover stage set at 60 F.
d Changeover stage-operates with heating.
e Manual changeover stage -use Q672B , L subbase.
I Night setback.
gVentialting stage. (See Fig. 10.)
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0672 B3ASES-
TABU 2-Q672 SUB3AS_ S'EaFrCATIONS

- RE- USE W17H S7'vi E; HING SU6aASE TEn;ALNALS -SCH>r-
FAN SYSTEM G w1 W2 Y1 Y2 RC RH 11 O A Y IV E X 1 XzMODELS ?LACES Ti-IER.VO- MATIC

SUBBASE STAT

Q672A--Standard and TradAine models. AUTO-ON HEAT-AUTO-COOL X X X X. X X X Fig.	 6
—RerrtovaUe RC-AH j umper-

0412A T1372A-0
AUTO -ON HEAT -AUTO -COOL. • X X X X X X x Fig.	 6

—Removable RC-RH jumper
AUTO-ON HEAT-AUTO-COOL X X X X X X X X Fig_	 &

and indicator light.
06728 —Standard and Tradeiine models. AUTO-Ok HEAT-OFF-COOL IX X X X X X X X X Fig. 7

—G terminal isolated on )orating to
provide fan relay operation

AUTO-ON HEAT -OFF-COOL X X X X X X X X X fig.	 8from external lowrvoltage
switch.

—Reset for impedance relay.
04128 T872A D,R

AUTD-ON HEAT -OF FIRES =T -COOL X X X X X X X X X f=ig.	 7

C`fi—Removable R	 R	 jumper. AUTO -ON HEAT-OFF-COOL X X X X X X X X X Fig.	 7
—With indicator light. AUTO-ON HEAT-OFF-COOL X X X X X X X X X X Fig.	 7
—Auto fan operation on,both

heating and cooling AUT0-0N HEAT-OFF-COOL X X X X X X X X X Fig.	 9
Aec. furnace.

— S 	 ial for T87 2F1 only. AUTC-ON HEAT-01-7-COOL X X X X X Fig, 27
0672C—Standard models. AUTO-ON OFF-ALTO X X X X X X X X X Fig. 11

—Use with T872H onl y- 0412C. T872 :A-F.H,S AUTO-ON OFF-AUTO X X X X X Fig. 25
067213--Standard models, 04120 T872A-F.M,n_ (None) {None) X X X X X X Fig. 12,1;
Q672E —Standard and Tradeline models. AUTO.ON OFF-HEAT-AUT(3-COOL X X X X X X X Fig. 14

—Removable RC7-8{i jumper. AUTO-ON OFF-HEAT-AUTO-COOL X X X X X X X Fig. 14
—Common R terminal for heating

AUTO.ON OFF-HEAT-AUTO - COOL X X X X X X Fig. 21and cooling:
—Internal W1-Y2 and RC-RH

jumper for heat pump AUTO-ON OFF-HEAT-AUTO-COOL X X X X X rig. 24application Our use with 0412E T872A-0 S
T872 C,). it

—Internal W1 -Y2and RC RH
AUTQ-ON OFF - HEAT-AUTO-COOL X X X X X 1	 X Fiq. 24

jumper and check light.
—internal W2-Y:l and RCRH AUTO-ON' OFF -HEAT-AUTO-COOL X X X X X X X Fig. 22connection:
—Special terminals. AUTO-ON OFF-HEAT-AUTO - COOL (Special terminals: V,F,R.Y , M) Fig, 23

O672F — Standard models. AUTO-ON OFF=EM.HT. - HEAT-AUTO - COOL X X X X	 X X X X X Fig. 15
—EM.HT. light operates through

AUTO-ON OFF- EM.HT: HEAT -AUTO -COOL X X X X	 X X X X X X X Fig. 16W2 with stage 2 heat.
—F-M.HT. relay and light G412F TB72A-D,Goperates with switch in AUTO-ON OFV-EM.HT.-HEAT-AUTO-COOL X X X X	 X X X	 X X X X Fig, 17

EM.HT.
—For heat pump application,

AUTO -ON OFF -EM-HT. -HEAT-AUTO -COOL X X	 X	 X X X X X Fig. 26use with T872G only.
—Special terminals . iSpecia! terminals: X,V,F,Y,R,M,El Fig. 28

Q672G — Standard models. (None) OFF-AUTO X X X X X X Fig. 18
—O and B terminals for fan in T872A-F (None? OFF-AUTO 7E X X X X X X X Fig. 1$

AUTO position.

Q672K—Special color. — T872A O )None) OFF-HEAT-AUTO-COOL Y X X X X X Fig. 19Special color
0672L--Use with T872R only- — 187211 ON-AUTO EM-HT.-HEAT -OFF-COOL iSpecia! terminals. Y,F,V,X,fh , R.YV! Fig—.n-- 

^+ v
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ELECTRICAL RATING:
Switch contacts-2.5 amp at 30V ac (7.5 amp inrush).
Malfunction light (optional) .-24 to 30V ac.

SWITCHES: Two snap-acting switches, operated by
levers. Switch position is shown on scaleplate.

MOUNTING: Designed to mount horizontally on an
outlet box or wall. Adapter plate assembly available
for mounting on a vertical outlet box (see Accessories).

FINISH: Silver bronze,
DIMENSIONS (inches): 3 .9/16 high.; 5 .5/8 wide; 5/16

deep (see Fig. 1).
OPTIONAL SPECIFICATIONS (Q672 only):

1. Malfunction indicator light with replaceable bulb
available on all models. Indicator can show FILTER,
CHECK, or EM. HT. (emergency heat). Specify indi-
cation when ordering.

2. Jumper between RC-RH for common heating,
cooling transformer. Jumper is field removable.

3. System switching marked HEAT-OFF/RESET-

COOL for systems requiring impedance relijy reset.
Available on Q672B only.

4. "G" terminal isolated	 heating to provide fan
relay operation i'rom external low voltage fan switch
(Q672B only).

S. Auto fan operation on both heat and cool (Q672B
only).
ACCESSORIES:

1. Adapter plate assembly, part No. 130821A, for
mounting on vertical outlet box. Asscmbiy includes
adapter ring and cover plate.

2. Adapter plate assembly, Part No. 13011218, for
covering old thermostat marks on wall. Cover plan only

3. Indicator replacement bulb, Part No. 129571.
4. Field addable indicator light assembly, Part 14a.

135734A. Assembly includes retainer plate, 2 self•
tapping screws, light bulb with 2-3/4 inch leadwires with
spade terminals and Ienses. The Q672 lenses indicate
FILTER, CHECK or EM. HT .
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LOCATION
Locate the thermostat and subbase about 5 feet

above the floor on an inside wall where there is good
natural air circulation and where the thermostat will
be exposed to average room temperatures. Avoid loca-
Lions behind curtains, in corners, alcoves, or in drafty
areas. Avoid sources of heat or cold such as air ducts,
water pipes, and electrical appliances_

3. If mounting the subbase on a vertical outlet box
(Fig. 2), install the adapter ring with the 2 screws
provided.

VERTICAL	 ADAPTER lit Ul.
OUTLET	 i.IOUNTIUG SCFI 4 J21
Bax

covrR
1 I	 PLAIC

ADAPTER
^	 }	 R1NG

e P " sUBB.'sE^•
WIRE OPEntIci -

SUBBASE MOUNTING
The subbase is designed for mounting on a wall or

horizontal outlet box. (Adapter assembly, Part No.
1308215 , with cover plate only is available for
covering wall marks from old thermostat.) An adapter
assembly, Part No. 130821A, with adapter ring and
cover plate is available for mounting on a vertical outlet
box. To mount subbase, proceed as follows:

1. At the location selected, prepare an opening for
the thermostat wires.

2, Run low voltage thermostat wires to the location;
and pull about 4 inches through the wall opening.

fU©BASE	 ',rte	 -.^

SUBBASE	 Te72
MOUNTING	 'THe MOSTAT	 1
SCREW axl 	 /	 /+ ..

CAPTIVE 
MOUNTr116	

T872
ScREw ^2)	

GOVkIt

NOTE: It is recommended that color-coded thermostat 	 FIG. 2—INSTALLATION OF 0672 SUBBASE ON
cable be used to facilitate proper wiring. 	 OUTLET BOAC.

ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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4. Pull thermostat cable through cover plate (if
used) and subbase opening. Secure the cover plate and
subbase with the 2 screws provided, but do not tighten.

IMPORTANT
Thermostats are calibrated at the factory using
subbases mounted at true level. Inaccurate sub-
base leveling will cause thermostat control
deviation.

5. The subbase mounting slots provide for minor out
of level adjustments, Level the subbase using a spirit
level, as shovin in Fig. 3, and tighten subbase mounting
screws.

MOUNTING HOLES (4)	 SPIRIT LEVEL TERMINAL BLOCK

[,.,	 t^''' ^ • bit *	 1	
{
^

-.1 .7;11 ^'^qe . ^	 : c oo a.^ +r
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POST (2) FOR MOUNTINGIU%PRING FINGER CONTACTS
THERMOSTAT	 ON rHERMOSTA'r '

a^SRLFRO005TAT CANLF oP9NING

FIG. 3—LEVELING THE SUBBASE.

WIRING

, i	 1.11..E	 ^-,^ F	 1717'	 t',^ ]r	 e;	 9	 r^'i, r ea Fi^ ';r LI	 F^ r , ^` (. AVTI 14

	

_	 14 ^;	 Err ^,^. I^j1

À3i°'conn^aM 3otv2c ttanplp to' pt^everit etdt!td^
;^'	

wt	
1e, .

^ `^^+id , grid @s^tr^ptrieni' tlatneg^.	 • ^'^ t•;	 , ;f.:

All wiring must comply with local electrical codes
and ordinances.

A letter code is near each terminal for easy identifi-
cation. Typical terminal designation and wiring connec-
tions are listed in Table 3.

FOR JLAAIQHI,
INSCATI gN 17047 WNAP APOLINQ
S1 RIP 5,1 15 INCH STILP !(,E Frey

'nAnNIrP ` ....

`	 FIG. 4---BARRIER CONFIGURATION.
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TERMINAL TYPICAL CONNECTION

fl
Heating damper motor; changeover valve
(if used).

E Emergency heat relay
G Pan relay coil
0 Cooling damper motor; changeover valve

(if used).

R
Power	 connection	 to	 transformer
(internally connected).

R C Power connection to cooling transformer.
RH Power connection to heating transformer.
W l Stage 1 heating control.
W2_ Stare 2 heating control.

_	 Y1 Stage 1 cooling control
Y2 Stage 2 cooling control.
x Clogged filter switch.

The shape of the terminal barrier permits insertion
of straight or conventional wrap-around (Fig. 4) wiring
connections. Either method is acceptable. When making
connections, strip wire to the length specified in Fig. 4.

Fallow the equipment manufacturer's wiring instruc-
tions, if available, when wiring the subbase. If not avail-
able, Figs, 6 -24 show typical T872-Q672 system
hookups.

STANDOFFS (2(
MAKE SURF.
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FIG. 5—INDIVIDUAL SCREW WIRING FOR 0672
SUBBASE.
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THE T675 AND T678 TEMPERATURE CON.
TROLLERS REGULATE THE TEMPERATURE
OF AIR OR LIQUIDS IN DUCTS, PIPES,
AND TANKS. TYPICAL USES INCLUDE
CONTROL OF DAMPERS AND VALVES IN
HEATING, COOLING, OR HEATING-COOL-
ING SYSTEMS.

a T675A High Limit Controller snakes a
circuit on a rise in temperature.

D T675B Low Limit Controller makes a,
circuit on a decrease in temperature.

0 T678A Low Limit Controller makes two
Independent circuits in sequence on a de-
crease in temperature.

0 fast response models with ' adjustable dif-
ferential available.

0 Ambient temperature,compensated.

0 Setting knob on front.

C7 Sensing element may be mounted up to
20 feet from controller case.

C 0 N T R 0" L LE Rs" I

T675B
^I• J	 I

r.._	 g	 f

T675A,

1	
4',._	 T678P,

I^

T675A, T578A
CAST RESPONSE

Honey"
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MODELS (also refer to Table I):

T675A Temperature Controller -- spdt switching
to make or break a circuit on a temperature change;
fart response models operate approximately seven
times faster than standard models.

T675[3 Low Limit Temperature Controller --
breaks a circuit on a temperature fail; must be man-
u+nlly reset.

T678A Temperature Controller—two spilt switches
operate two independent circuits in sequence; fast
response models operate approximately seven times
faster than standard models.

TABLE 1

MNO. RANGE SWI'T'CHINGTEMP.
0 to 100 Fa 15 to 35C 125 F

T675A 55 to 175 Fa/ 15 to 75 C 200 F spdt80 to 180 F / 30 tor 80C 200 F
160to 260 F	 75 to 125 C 280 F

TG75Bb • .	 30 to 60 125 F -spot 
0 to 100 F a /- 15 to, 35 C. 125 F

55 to 175 Fa/ 15 to 75 C 200 F ' .
T678A 80 to 160 F / 30 to 60 C 200 F two spdt

160to 260 F	 75 to 125C 280 F
aAvallable with fast response sensing element.
bTG7513 scale is marked 30, 40, 50; set point is fac-
tory set and locked at 37 F.

SWITCH DIFFERENTIALS,
T675A—fixed differential models-1 F (. 6 C);

adjustable models---3 to 10 F (1.7 to 5.6 C);
fast response models---3 . 0 to 12 F (2 to 6.6 C).

T07513—fixed 10 F (5.6 C).
T078A---fixed 3 F per switch with adjustable inter-

stage 3 to 10 F (1.7 to 5.6 C);
models with 55 to 175 F scale—fixed 3.6 F (2 C)
per Rwitrh with adjustable Interstage 3.6 to 12 F
(2 to G.6 C).

ELECTRICAL RATINGS:
T675A adjustable models ansi T678A:

	

120 V ac	 240v ne
Full Load	 8.0	 5.1
Locked Rotor	 40.0	 30.9

T675A nonadjustable models, 125 va at 120/208/
240v ac.

T675B 125 va at 240v ac pilot duty.

MAXIMUM AMBIENT OPERATING TEMPERATURE:
125 F.

MOTE: The maximum recommended ambient for the
T67513, when used for freeze-up protection, is
100 F. Anambient of 125 F lowers the switch break
point about 1. 5 F.

13ULB SIZE: 1/2 x 4-3/16 inches for 0 to 100 F
models; 1/2 x 3-0/16 inches for other scale ranges.

MAXIMUM BULB PRESSURE: 50 prig direct immer-
sion,

CAPILLARY LENGTH AND i,IATERIAL;

T675A, T678A standard response models-5 or 20
foot copper, or 20 foot Monel or stainless steel.

T675A, T678A fast response models-5 foot copper
with the sensing portion of element 1-1/2 inch dia, x
5 inches long (coiled 1/8 Inch tubing). The coil may
be stretched to approximately 1.0 inches.

T675I3-10 foot copper.

CAPILLARY HOLDER: Honeywell part 131524A in-
cluded with all fast resixinse models.
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FIG. 2-SULS HOLDER FOR MOUNTING SENSING ELEMENT.

Li. "4,41JA—L, Y. VU. i"iFj, 4.

LISTING BODIES: Listed by Underwriters' Labora-
tpries, Inc.
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r ' -KNOCK001' FOR 1, 24001
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ACCESSOFUES:

1. Separable immersion wells; short necked, 1/2
#nch NPT, copper—order 112622AA. For additional iw
formation on immersion wells see Honeywell Tradeline
Catalog,

2. Pressure fitting rated at 50 psi water or 15 psi
air--order 7617ABY. For additional information on
pressure fittings see Honeywell 'Tradeline Catalog,

S. Duct bulb liolder 311266; also refer to Honeywell
Tradeline Catalog.

4. T-strap 105900 for strapping the bulb to a pipe.
5. Bag assembly 7811ABZwith bracket for mount-

ing the controller to fan coil units.
6. Calibration wrench 801534,
7. Bag assembly 7640HY with standoff bracket for

mounting the controller to an insulated duct.
8. Q615A weatherproof enclosure.
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FIG. 1-•DIMENSIONS (IN INCHES) OF T075 AND 1 .6713 CON-
TROLLERS.
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LOCATION ANP MOUNTING4

	

The controller may be installed in any convenient 	

ACAPI LLARY

AInlrlp CLAMP	 UAA+ERSIO}, YlELL

	position. Be sure to consider the length of the cap-	 i
Mary before mounting controller.

Installthe sensing element where it is exposed to
the average temperature of the controlled medium.
T675A fast response modelsmust use the capillary,,,+

	

holder furnished with the device. The sensing bulb	 w( LL SPUD
of standard models should be held in place with a bulb

	

holder, immersion well, or pressure fittings. ( See	 FIG. 3-IMMERSION WELL ASKNIBLY FOR MOUNTING3 SENIF,

	

Figs. 2-4.) Tharp bends or kinks in the capillary	 ING BULB
tubing affect the efficiency of the controller and must
be avoided. Excess capillary should be carefully
coiled and lest directly beneath the controller.

	

NOTE: When pressure fittings are used In areas of	 SENSING

	Vibration such as pipe lines,, the bulb must beade- 	 e1}L$ -(7
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WIRING

All wiring must comply with local electrical codes
and ordinances.

L'' gr.
Discuniia i 16 ;'dower zupply' iefore proceedlnR
with SVL7C11Ey^i	

S	
r

Two knockouts for 1/2 inch conduit are provided,
one at top and one at botto", of rase. Follo w

 nr l-wiring instructions furnished with the heati+,F

-Ingr system. Fig. 5 stlowi5 the switching action.
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ON TEMPCRATIIRE P15F. +WllCH ON RIGHT PR OVIDES FIRST STEP
SW ITCHING, %W 10 1 (104 LErT PROVIDES SECOND STEP SWITCHING,

FIG. 5-T678A SWITCHING ACTION. T675A IS SIMILAR BUT
HAS ONLY ONE SPOT SWITCH. T6758 HAS ONE SPST
SWITCH.
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T675A
As the temperature Of the controlled medium falls

below the set point, less differential, the T675A
switches to malts terminals R to B and energize a
normally closed solenoid valve to provide heat. In
cooling applicat ions, the T675A makes terminal R to
W as the temperature rises above the set paint and
energizes cooling equipment. Fig. 7 shows tho
operation of the T675A.

TERMINAL SCREWS (3)

....sx^

F ti	 • •+`I	 ,

t, it	 a1.	 t	
, .. a	 q

	L 	 (.

uts 7T673A DIFFERENTIAL ADJUSTMENT

FIG. 6-INTERNAL. VIEW OF T675A SHOWING THE SWITCH
DIFFERENTIAL ADJUSTMENT WHEEL (AP-PLICAB LE
MODELS).

SET POIIITR-W MAKES
ADILISTABLE 

_	
R 0 IIRFAK

11/.l SWITCH VIFFERENTIAL
ADJUSTABL E 3- 1 0 r

To 12 F OH 55 To 175 F
MODELS',

R•n MAKES

1 \ All ALSO AVAILAPLE WITIt A FIxFD DIFFrW NTIAL.1
I IS	 l^/J	 APPROxIMAULY I r. 	 11

FIG.7-rDtFFERENTIAL ADJUSTMENT RANGE OF T675A.

FREEZE-UP PROTECTION

When using the T875A (auto-recycling) for freeze-
up protection, thu recommended set point is 38 F plus
the switch differential.

example: SET POINT 38 F, plus 1 F (fixed differen-
tial model) equals an actual setpotnt of 39 F.

example; SET POINT 38 F, plus 3 F (adjustable dif-
ferential model) equals an actual set point
of 41 F.

This ensures adequate safety factor for freeze-up
protection.

NOTE: The T675D is a manual reset device and is
opecifi(tally designed for freeze-up protection.

T6758

Used as a low Iinllt controller, the T675D interrupts
the operation of equipment If the temperature of the
controlled rnediunl fails below a predetermined limit.
The device is .reset manually after a rise in tempera-
ture of approximately 10 F. The operation of T675B
is shown graphically in Fig. 8.

MANIIALLY RESE1
10 MAKE CONTACTS

RESET
DIFr1.RE NI IAL

In r

SFT POINT -
JAR1USfAPL1(. ----	 raN3AC756RFAK
OUT SET AND
LOCKFO AT
37 r1

NOTE'
THr TE UPPPATURE OF THE CONTROLLED
u `DR I M 64151 DRIVI UrWA IIDS SHROHCII
RTSr'I nlrLrRLNI' IAL nrr OAF SWIICH
r 41 Ill -AIINAI I Y RESF I.

.1r

FIG. 8- DIFFERENTIAL ADJUSTMENT RANGE OF T6758.
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ture at the bulb. Rotate the dial counterclockwise
p'1 from the top of the scale, simulating a temper •-
attire rise, until the R-W switch contacts make, Nate
the dial reading, If it differs from the set point, cal-
ibrate the dial as follows.

1. Determine the number of .degrees difference
between the set point and the point at which the con-
tacts make. , .

2. Remove the dial knob and slip the fingers of the
calibration wrench into the slots of the dial. Rotate
the dial until the fingers of the wrench drop into the
slots of the calibration  nut under the dial. ATote the
dial indication at this point. Turn the dial and the
calibration nut up or down scale the number of degreen
that the set point differs from the point at which the
contacts make (determined in step 1). For erLatrp1c,
move dial i:roiin 45 to 65 degrees for R 20 dehreo
change in calibration.

3. Check the calibration adjustment by moving the
dial up and down the acme while watching the contacts
make and break, if dial is still out of caltbratlon,
repeat calibration procedure.

60-2200 --1
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T679A
When the temperature at the sensing bulb rises

above the setting of the controller, the switch on the
right completes a circuit between the H-W terminalo
of that switch. Should the temperature continue to
rise through the preselected interstage differential of
the controller, the switch on the left will. complete Its
R-W circuit.

Conversely, on a temperature fail the switch on the
left provides first step switching. If the temperature
continues to fall, the switchon the right completes its
R-B circuit to provide sequencing of equipment.

Each T670his a between- switch differential adjust-
ment. Mahe this adjustment by inserting a narrow
screwdriver into the rectangular hole in the chassis
(See Fig. 9) and pushing the star wheel. At its maxi-
mum position; interstage differential is id F. At
minimum pobition differential is 3 F. Adjust until
satisfactory operation is achieved.

LEFT SN

SWITCH

f .r

we eETMEEH SNITCH
DIFFERENTIAL ADJUSTMEN	 t.le

FIG. P-INTERNAL VIEW OF TMA SHOWING THE BETWEEN
f l	 SWITCH DIFFERENTIA. AOXSTfdENT.

The T678A Temperature Controller maybe adjusted
to give an Interstage differential of three to ten degrees
above the set point, The set point adjustment diJ
determines the temperabire at which the right switch
operates. The operation of the left switch io adjust-
able from three to ten degrees above that point of
operation. An illustration depicting the operation of
the T678A is shown in Fig, 10.

R•w MAKE S __
lr R$ BREAKS ^

LEFT SWITCH r`^ swlrci{+ DIFF. r ^
._ J^T_ R •B MA KES___ t ^_`

R.w BREAKS

1NTETMAGeI DIFFERENTIAL
7.10 F

M

RIGHT SWITCH	 SWITCH DIFF.
R B MA KE S
9 Y BREAKS	 yam^

NOTE
Sw1TCHES HAVE NOMINAL DIFFERENTIAL of 3 F.
R.w CONTACTS OF RIGHT SNITCH MAKE AT SE't
POINT ON A I'EMPERATtIRE RISE.

AN THE IHTERSTAGE DIFFERENTIAL IS THE DIFFM
ENCE OE-TWFEN THE R-W MAKE OF THE RIGHT
SWit CH A ND THE R.w MAKE OF THE LEFT SVIiTCH.

L'.

FIG. 10— DIFFERENTIAL ADJUSTMENT RANGE OF T678A,
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-All- controllers are carefully tested and calibrated
at the factory under controlled conditions. If the con-
troller is not operating at a temperature correspond-
ing to the scale setting and differential setting, check
to see that the bulb senses the average temperature of
the medium controlled. If the temperature of the con-
trolled medium is changing rapidly the differential will
appear. 	than its setting.

For calibration, an accurate temperature reading
of the controlled medium must be taken. Place an ac-
curate thermometer near the bulb of the controller;
or refer to a thermometer that has been installed as
Part of the system. if the bulb of the controller Is in-
stalled In an inaccessible area, or if the controlled
medium is unstable, it should be removed and placed
In a controlled bath for accurate calibration,

T67SA

These contaroIlers are calibrated so that the dial
setting is the point at which the R-W switch contacts
make on a temperature rise. Measure the tempera-
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V6758

These controllers are calibrated so that the dial
setting to the point at which the switch contacts break
on a temperature fall. Measure the temperature at
the bulb. Rotate the dial clockwise !"1 from the
bottom of the scale to simulate a temperature fall un-
til the switch contacts break. Note the dial reading.

If it differs from the set point, fullow the calibra-
tion procedure outlined for the T875A.

7678A

These controllers are calibrated so that the non-
adjustable (right hand) switch makes UJL a temperature

rise and the adjustabia (left hand) switch snakes 3 to
10 F higher. The point at which the nonadjustable
switch snakes represents the dial setting. Rotate the
dial reading. Continue rotating the d0l until the left
hand switch makes. The difference between the two
readings is the interstage differential. The left hand
switch must make at a lower reading than the right
hand switch. Adjust the differential if necessary,
Changing the differential may change tho calibration.

Measure the temperature at the bulb. Rotate the
dial counterciockwise Af-1 from the top of the scale
to simulate a temperature rise until the contacts of
the left hared switch make. Note the reading.

if it differs from the set point, follow the procedure
outlined for the T675A,
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Check the operation of the controller by raisir>g and
lowering the set point through the temperature rare

of the air or liquid being controlled. Make sure that
controlled equipment oorates as. Intended,
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Honeywel.1
AQUASTAT CONTROLLERS ARE IMMER-
SION TYPE DEVICES FOR LIMITING OR
REGULATING THE TEMPERATURE OF
LIQUIDS IN BOILERS, STORAGE TANKS,
AND OTHER APPLICATIONS WHERE TEM-
PERATURE CONTROL OF LIQUIDS IS
REQUIRED. AS THE TEMPERATURE OF
THE CONTROLLED MEDIUM RISESTOTHE
SET POINT, EXPANSION OF THE FLUID
IN THE SENSING ELEMENT OPERATES
THE INTERNAL SWITCH OR SWITCHES.

0 The L4006, 7, and 8 provide spst switching
for high or low limit control of a burner.

0 The L4006G model has two spst switches
that make and break in sequence to prowde
boiler sequencing.

0 The L6006 and 8 provide spdt switching
for low limit and circulator control.

© Models which break contact on a tempera-
ture rise to the set point are calibrated for high
limit use. They are also suitable for low limit
control if a separate high limit control is used.

^,

s.kF2

i
y

r	
5 \ id?'r i

z

0 Ambient compensated models are available
to prevent control-point shift caused by
temperature fluctuation at the case.

0 Visible control point scale and external
adjustment screw permit easy setting.

G Models are available for either horizontal
or vertical insertion of the sensing element.
The sensing element may be directly immersed
or placed in an immersion well.

11 Remote bulb models are available if the
controller must be mounted at a location away
from the sensing element.

O Remote bulb models may also be used to
sense air temperature in ducts and in outside
air sensing applications,

0 Totally enclosed Micro Swit,:n snap-acting
switches are used in all models.
S.K.
7.76
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SPST MODELS-,

IVIDSCALE swiTCHiNG
MODEL APPLICATION RANG1~ (F) DIFF>: REN11AL INSERTIONa ON TEMP. AVAILABLE OPTIONS

(F tS1
Tradeline models which in-
viude well and tube of heat
conductive compotuui. Plas-
tic shield for covering well
to water heater applications.

L400fiA high or low 40 to 180
1.0 0 to 240

2 or 5 fixed or
5 to 30 adj. harita]zon break s

3/4 in. NPT brass spud.
Centigrade scale markings.limit
Factory stet stops at 160 F,
485 F, i00 F, 200 F, or

220 F. Dial marked WARM,
NOfi-MAL, HOT, Insulati m
depths of 1•-1/2, 3, or G
i.nc l	 .s

40 to 180 5 fixed or 3 inch insulation depth.	 374
L40068 circulator or 5 to 30 adj. horizontal makes inch Nlrr brave spud

L4006C high or low 100 to 240 2 or 5 fixed lwrizontal^
— hr.eaks 10 in. element.	 Factory

limit r = . -	 - -set stop at 205 F
L4006Eb high limit 110 to 250 manual horizontal breaks 8 '41,.  NPT brass spud.. 3

re§et or .vertleal i i. insulation lie	 h.
5 fixed

horizontal
breaks

L400BG sequencing 100 to 240 inte.rstage or vertica! two -
3•-10 F ad'. switches

LA-007A high or low 100 to 24.0 2 or 5 fixed'
5 to	 O..a vertical breaks Centigrade acale aiarcingp.

L4007B circulator 100 to 240 5 fixed or vertical makes ----^

5 tt.6 in.,	 8 ft.6 in	 or 10 it.
40 to 180 2 or remote .napitlaiy.	 Factory

L4008Aa
high or low or 5 fixed,

remote breaks set scale atop 'at 120 or
limp 100 to 240 5 to 30 add, bulb 200 F.	 External adjusting

knob.	 Centigrade scale

L400BBa circulator 100 to 240 5 fixed or remote Snakes 8 ft.$ in,	 caplilay.
5 to 3.0.ad . bulb.

7 ft.0 in., 20 ft.capiliu^ :y or
ambient 0 to 70 remote

fast response element.
L4.0080 compensated or 2 or 5 fixed bulb breaks Fatima] 12 ,knob, c.	 1

rating at f20, 24.Ov ac.	 'high limit 40 to 180 High limit stomped on case

Lavin; rtsoom contmuen on page s
"Copper well or fitting is supplied with all models except remote bulb type. When orderhig, epeciiy boiler tappjiig
size (1/2 or 3/4 inch) and insulation depth.

bManual reset (trip-fxse)--Switch breaks circuit and locks out when controlled mediuun reaches set point. Con-
trolled temperature must drop 20 degrees below set point before contacts can be manually reset.

Pa,



MODEL APPLICATION RANGE (F) MMSCALE INSERTION$ AVAILABLE OPTIONS

TrpAa lfno .moil which incl^xden
circulator 100 to 240 wall s ,-j#er and tubo of heat con-

LBOOBAa and low or 5 fixed or hrarl$ontal duet}YQ car^.pound, 	 3/4 in. Nib
limit or 110 to 2B0 5 to 30 brOs Bpud. 3 1.4 .1n;uulation
high limit 4pth., 1,0-itantal Or vertical

ragunt avalTablo on u=e mu!°Ln.
circulator

LBOfl&8 and low 100 to 240 5 fixed or
linri.z optal 8/4 ins ^^ bulb carapreenion

limit or 5 to 30 adi. Offing,
limtt

i Tradel!ae model with ,5 ft.can-

L8008Aa
circulator
and low limit 100 to 240 5 fixed or remote	 ..^ illary. ItaO.$. of -30 to 70 F.

-30 to 70 5 or 30 adj. bulb . Centigrade ecale meskinso. 	 With-cooling out cover,
' i'7'adeline model.	 150 va svAteh

remgxe rating.	 Centigrzde scale
L6008 .ia dual fuel 0 to 70 2 or 5 fixed bulb,	 .. markings.	 7 fL,d ip. armoretl 

changeover^ 4'4 to 180 may ' be cepiTl:zz-y., &^ternal a:1j a ttcnnt
duct mounted: Vnob.	 Loch type,cover. 20 it.

lament	 Aver wing eleir.rnt-

L8008Ea ambient 40-to 180 5 fixed remote.	 ]'All modelo lean enclosure.	 Frcr^t
-.--. compensated _ .	 . bulb	 :... mounted

^l

4

N

SPST MODELS CONTINUED:

MIASCALE WITCHING
MODEL APPLICATION RANGE (F) DIFFERENTIAL IN OERTIONa ON TEMP AVAILABLE OPTION19

x
TradflliIIe 1'i1R:lC	 kvai l^^ C.
Centigrade acale markinSo.
Hot tinned 8 ft.4anllitey.
Electrical rating; 2,3 nmp
at 1204 10y wc, full load.

ambient 0 to 70 remote Fa& rp3po ten, 3.0 ft.,-
L4008D& compensated or 2 or 5 fixed buoy mattes mored erpillary with 3 ft.

circulator 40 to 180 bulb.	 Ettorncl adjadlmeet
knob. Pautory not aCale

stops at 120, 2200 or 250 F.
Plastic shield for covoring
well in water beater
ap lications.

I.4008Eab high, limit
40 to 80

or manual remote . br eaks
Factory sot scale atoll at

to 290 reset bulb 260 F.	 $ ft.8 in, capillary.

All models lees ease and .
Idl008Ja high limit 100 to 240 5 fixed remotebulb breaks. cover,	 18 in, capillnry and

1./a in.	 FactoryWell uaay.
Bet scale FStop nt 22", E''ti

3A	 8N:a circulator 40 to 180 5 fixed remote
ma ee

All to Gels leas cover.1.

SPOT MODELS:

aCopper Well ar fitting is.supplied with.all models except remote Will type: ' Yhou orderiij, npeci?y boiler tannins
size (1/2 or 3/4 inch) and insulation depth.

bManual reset (trip-free)—Switch breaks circuit and locks out when controlled medium reacher, set point. Concot	 trolled temperature must drop 20 degrees below set point before contacts can be mastw ly reset.

NOTE: The following specifications are standard. Variances, available as option$, are anted in the preceding
table.

ELECTRICAL. RATING (AMPS): 	 Models. with 5 F diftexeatial—.
ModelB with 2 F fixed differential—

c4: -12.Ov ac-	 2a0^....ac
FULL LOAD	 ::	 2.6	

- L-3.

LOCKED ROTOR	 1	 15.'0	 7...8 ..

-	 - 20V aC	 240V p
FULL LOAD ,,,1~
LOCKED RO` 01 .. 48	 i0 G
INDUC`4`IVE CURRENT .2$ at l d to Tiiv de

•



1 1 1IL5511i(E HA'rm,
Cal3Il1a1 •y bull y (direct immersion)-200 psi.
I111lluersion well-255 psi.

SENSING BULB MATERIAL: Copper.

.SENSiN(;L DULB FULL: Lignid. '1OWC[1(; Ur SiJIL'Onc.

CAT'11A,AI;Y LENGTH (including bulb): Remote bulb
111odels---60 iliehe:;.

SENSING BULB DIMENSIONS (inches): 2-7/8 long,
3/8 dkirneter.

INSERTION DEPTH: 3-3/8 inches,

INSULATION: Br.1s5, 1-1, 1'2 ar 3 i.nclles, S'pecdy.
whwi ordering.

PROVISION FOR WIRING: Screw terminals.

MOUNTING: Horizontal :Ind vertical models mount
dirovtly to an iminersiwn well inslal'led In a boiler
fatting. Pemote bulb niodels have 3 niouniing holes
rear of case for screw mounting to a. vertical
surtace.

FINISH: Gr4y.

INSTAL1,ATION DIMENSIONS: See Figs. 1 and 2.

IMMERSION WELL DIMENSIONS: See Fig. 3.

BOILER FITTING AND BULB DIMENSIONS: See
Fig. 4.

r --1
5 _ KNLICKOIII FOR
I6 / 3 4IIICII (0110011

ALI, MUQl1_SS N	
RU7ON

U7 
am
UM 

[-O
FURN 9U7

B01

HNRIZONTAI, 1111E NTIUN
AND RENUTF NULR
VOV"

58
MET -
Nu11nN
;L4cobr
LdWIE
L4w-E
UNLYl E.I.pMfNT 

OR
HURIZnNTAL

16 IMMERSION
•5^^ K,IGr.KDNT

FO R 3 4 W01 _
7 '•• f CONOW1 ON

f
3

^_
VERTICAL	 I i-
INSERTION	 _ _ _. I

. MODELS	 -
ONLY	 ELE4IENT. 1{_

.

FUR	 16
VLRI ICAL
IMi1ER51UN

FIG. 1—INSTALLATION DIMENSIONS.

1 1 2 OH 3. 4- III NP I

I

16

FIG. 3--IMMEASiON WELL DIMENSIONS FOR ALL MODELS
EYCI=P'r L4006C, L4047D, AND L6006B,

ACCE.SSOI(IES;
Weatherproof enelo6ure---(x615.
Immersion wells---

Copper, 1/2 NPT, 1-1/2 Inch insulation—Par(
No. 121371A.

Coppx^r, 1/2 NPI', 3 inch Insulation—Part No-
1'21371 L.

Copper, 3/4 Nvr, 1-1/2 inch insulation—Part
No. 121371 S.

Copper, 3/4 NPT, 3 inch insulation—Part No.
121371 M.

Copper, 3/4 NVF, 1-1/2 Inch insulation, plastic
sleeve—Part No, 12131K.

Copper, 31/4 NPT, 3 inch insulation, plastic
sleeve—Vart No. 121371N.

Stainless steel, 1/2 NPT, 1-1/2 inch insulation
—Part No. 121371E.

Stainless steel, 3/4 NPT, 1-1/2 Inch insulation
--Fart No. 121371F.

Bulb Compression Fittings (see Fig, 6) ^--
Brass, 1/2 NPT plug, 1-1/2 inch insulation—

Part No. 104486B.
Brass, 3/4 NPT plug. 1-1/2 inch insulation—

Part No. 104486C.
Capillary Compression Fittings (see 'Fig. 7)—

Copper, 1/2 Nei' plug. 1-1/2 inch insulation---
Part No. 1044840.

Copper, 3/4 NIYr plug. 1-1/2 Inch lnsulati0n-
Part No. 104484B,

ALTE-ROATE
PU;ITION

I ! OF SWSING
ii	 II	 ELDA04T

LL	 I I	 CAPILLARY

^r7

3	
,

1 14

NOUN1 tNFL
HOLE FUR	 -	 -
3 , 16 INCH
SCREIV 0f	 -

(3)

+ t.

16

-^	 Ir A LTCRNATEFOSIINON
6	 --^! 4	 I I OF SEN5ING ELEMENT

!	 CAPILLARY	 -
-	 !I	 r	 .

FIG. 2—INSTALLATION DIMENSIONS FOR REMOTE BULB
WDELS. OTHER DIMENSIONS SAME AS FIG. 1-

1. • 7 OR 3, 1-II NPT

^._.__...IF6	 3T

FIG. 4-BOILER FrrTING AND BULB DIMENSIONS FOR L4006C,
L4007D, AND L6006B.
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Tha manufacturer usually provides a tapping for
insertion of the controller ' s sensing element. This
tapping is located at a point where typical water tem-
perature can be measured. Depending on model, the
element is Inserted In an immersion well, through
a boiler fitting, or directly immersed.

Installation should be made by a gualifled serviceman.
Follow the instructions furnished by the system man-
ufacturer, if available. Otherwise, refer to appropriate
procedure listed below.

- —..IMPORTANT
Controller may be used with or without immersion
well. Well, if used, must fit sensing bulb snugly
for good thermal response. insert bulb until It
rests against bottom of well, then hold It there
while tightening the tubing clamp.

MOUNTING REMOTE BULB MODELS
The remote temperature-sensing bulb can either

be installed in an immersion well ( Fig. 5) that ex-
tends into the boiler or tank, or It can be directly
Immersed in the liquid. For installations not using a
well, secure the remote bulb with a bulb compression
fitting (Fig. G), or capillary compression fitting
(Fig, 7).

Well, bul l,, compression fittlne; or capillary com-
pression :..:tine; must be ordered separately, Sizes
available: 1/2 in, , 3/4 in. NPT spud. Nell, if' used,
must fit sensi ng bulb snugly for good thermal re-
sponse. Insert bulb until it rests against bottom of
well, then hold it there while tightening the tubing
clamp. (See Fig. 5. )

The boiler manufacturer generally provides a'
tapping for the insertion of the Aquastat controller's
sensing element. This tapping should be located at a
point where typical water temperature can be mea-
sured. The bulb or protecting immersion well must
never be located close to a hot or cold water inlet or
a steam coil.

If the system is filled, drain system to a point be-
low the boiler tapping;, or wherever the sensing bulb
is to be installed.

The bulb can also be installed In the supply line of
an indirect water heater, in the direct water heater
itself, or in the feed riser, about 6 in. above the
boiler. it the riser is valved, the bulb can be in-
stalled between the boiler and the valve.

NOTE: Avoid making; sharp bends or kinks in the
capillary. Bends should be no sharper than 1 inch
radius.

After installing;, carefully coil excess capillary at
the bottom of the controller case.

IMMERSION WELL MOUNTING
1. Screw the well into the boiler, tank, or pipe

tapping.
2. Insert bulb in well, pushing tutting until bulb

bottoms in well,

3, Attach retainer clarupto >ei,d of well spud. Loosen
draw nut and spread jaws of clamp with screwdriver
if necessary,

4. With retainer clamp attached to well spud (be
sure jaws of clamp hoofs over ride at and of spud, as
shown at points "A ll ), adjust tubing to fit through re-
tainor clamp groove, as [shaven gt point VW

5. Tighten draw nut so that retainer clarriplstirm-
ly attached to well spud and tubing is gold occurely in
place.

.r
^^h F}Y7 r yF -.^ x	 i..	 7..

.i.ry3v T; 4 ; r<

`- JA7VZ>^

-	 SPREAD J64$ T9-FIT
pVER RIDGE ON 4P^1P
o ' w4L1:

1l7SET,R^TANE? 	 LAMP+
It-

DRAW
..	 f1 @'S ^iN^q ^, LA11p 	I 	 r''	 17.

a	 '	 1.:	 r
HU A	 SPUD

TUBING

FIG. 6_1 4r.RS1Q1N WELL:07INGL

MOUNTING WITH PUl j% 1~4a E (1 5 15?y t^i3^tr3(3

CLAMP B	

' Y

CLAMP A	 ELdMP 6CRI^1^5I8 +,
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^''t'	 srtbc^TioH Lert,^N

SPLIT SLEEVE	 i
1977

FIG. 6=13LI B COMPRESSION FITTIP0,; USE WITH MODCL
L4G1)8A,I5,E,J 1 Oft L"SA.

1. Screw the fitting into boiler or pipe tapping.
2. Slide sealing washer onto bulb.

3. Insert bulb into boiler fitting until bulb bottoms.
4, slide split sleevo Into fitting,
5, Place clamps A and HonassemblyBe that slesve

is drawn into fitting when screws are tightened. Note:
make sure that nub pa clams A elg;ages spacebetween
sleeve and clamp,

6. Tighten clamp eareprs evenly.-Ii

Page
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MOUNTING WITH CAPILLARY COMPRESSION FITTING

IIA4 L FBI{ni 	 :^

BULB - f y

rOUPO5171UN I'ISC
ISLOSI'EUl

— PLUG
g^ 	 PLUGt^.

.-„	 CAPILLARY
4,.. ^U	 T1181NL

Still rI.O W" LIcS-
ASSENi4LE IN 1'111X:

^PACISINL NUI

FIG. 7-CAPILLARY COMPRESSION FITriNG. use WWI I n
MODEL 1.4048C A K, OR 1.8008C.E.

1. Screw fitting into boiler or pipe ttleping.

2. Place packing; nut on tubing,

3. Slide bulb completely through filling.

4. Place composition disc: and 4 slotted brass
washers on tubing in the order shown in Fig. Z. 'Ilan
br ,Iss %vasher s so that slots are 180 degrees upa -

5. Slide seal assembly into titling; and tighten.packing
suet.

M le'll MnLWTIMr.

rw, n-uuLn aurrun 1.

1. Drill a 3/4 inch hole in the duct wall large cnoulrh
to admit the sensing bulb into the holder.

2. Using the holder as a template, mark and drill
holes for bulb holder mounting screws.

3. Break holder to desired length (Fig. 9).

NOTE; Holder must be long; enough to hold sensing
bulb in freely circulating air away from duct wall.
Neatly coil excess capillary at controller case or at
bulb holder.

riu. u nr;mi[ vmu FAVL.W V.-+a.0 .)li. rVn..

4. Mace capillary in bulb holder channel. Pinch
lop edges of holder together ateanh segment (Fig. 10).

a MME THIS IUU15 I5
UNDER 90LB 11 LiSER, AS SHOWN

FIG. 10-SECURING CAPILLARY IN BULB HOLDER. '

5. Insert bulb holder into controlled area t iroug,=h
hole prepared In step 1 above.

6. Fasten bulb holder to ducat wall with screws
furnished.

MOUNTING DIRECT IMMERSION MODELS

FOR MODELS USING AN IMMERSION WELL

The well of the Aquastat controller must always be
exposed to circulation of the medium under coptrol,
but must never be located close to a hot or cold inlet
or steam coil. Where the tapping is on the sideofthe
boiler, use anAquastat controller with horizontal well.
Where the tapping; is on top of the boiler, use aZnodel
with a vertical well.

INSTALLING THE IMMERSION WELL

On existing installations, shut off the power and re-
move the old control. if the old immersion well appears
suitable, and if the miapter clamp on the .Aquastat
controller fits the old well spud, the well need not be
replaced.

1. If the system is filled, drain system to a point
below the builer tapping;.

2. Remove plug; (or old well) froru boiler tapping,

3, install the No. 121371 Immersion Well included
with the controller. If boiler tapping is greater tlutn
1/2 inch a reduction fitting Must be used to adapt the
boiler opening to the 1/2 inch threads thatare standard
with the well or fitting_ Fittings with 3./4 inchthreadr
are also available.

4. Fill the system. Make sure that the well is
screwed in tightly enough to prevent leakage, Do NOT
tighten or apply forca to case after controller is

r;ecured to well.

le—
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INSTALLATION OF SENSING BULB IN IMMERSION WELL

a, Loosen screw (at tup of case, above scale-
setting), and remove cuver. Loosen two screws that
secure adapter clamp. See Fig. 11.

b. Insert tile seltsf jig olementitito the irumersion
well.

c. Fasten the case of the Aquastat controller to
the well with the adapter clamp. Make certain that
the clamp Is properly positioned over the groove of the
well spud. Also be sure the flange at the opening of the
well fits snugly into the opening of the case. The sensing
elenzent bulb must bottom in the well.

Md
,.

4	
{ i;	 SET POINT

[NDICAT[NG DIAL

DIFFERENTIAL Q

WHEEL MENT

ADAPTER CLAMP
I}: SCREWS

Y

kr
I	 r

IMMERSION
WELL

Q MODELS WITH FIXED DIFFERENTIALS DO NOT INCLUDE AD,
JUSTING WHEEL.

Q ON MODELS WITH VERTICAL MOUNTING OF IMMERSION
WELL, IT IS ATTACHED TO BOTTOM OF THE CASE,

071

FIG. 11-tNTERNAL VIEW OF L6006A.

MODELS DESIGNED FOR DIRECT IMMERSION

(WITHOU1 WELL)

Some models, which provide direct immersion of
the sensing element into the boiler, include a No.
104486 bulb compression fitting; assembly instead of an
Immersion well. Install fitting in bonier tapping. Be
sure sealing washer is in place as shown in Fig. 12.
Male sure that spud of bulb compression fitting is
screwed in tightly enough to prevent leaking. Insert
Immersion bulb (sensing element) through bulb com-
pression fitting. Adjust the adapter clamp so that it
fits over the groove at ti le opening of the bulb com-
pression fitting. Tighten adapter clamp screws so that
Aquastat controller is firmly attached to Bulb com-
pression fitting.

MOUNTING DUAL FUEL CHANGEOVER MODELS

These models have % five foot capillary. This cap-
illary establishes the maxlinum distance between the
case and the outdoor mounting.

ADAPT ER
^rM•—........+^

CLAMP

SKIT
SL(:EVE

ADAPTER CLAMP

a

FITS OVER
GROOVE

SEALING y:ASHER

BOILER FtTrlm,

IMMERSION	 ld7A
BOLD

fIG. 12-DIRECT IIMMER$IDN MOOEci.;" InI BULB COMPRES-
SION FITTING PARTIALLY f 9MOVED,

The bulb should be installed qn 'the outside of the
building in the shield provided ( sae Fig. 1.3) where it
will be exposed to representative air ternpormture, but
not to direct sunlight ltshouldbamauntadlti6lleno+ glt
so that accumulated .*uovr, leavoEt ox other dt:bris
Cannot obstruct cirMilation of ^ir 2xaundit, aril where
children cannot reach It. Avoid vents from tile building.

Install the case at the indoor location salectea, fas-
tening with screws through hales in bIscis of the case.
Tiring the bulb and tubing out through a 3/4 inch hole
in the outside wail:. In unnolling the in% cazef=ally
avoid sharp bends or hin?cs. Excess taming should by
left coiled near the came.; Ap not make ahm-p bemdo near .
the casa or bulb.	 J•

Slip the bull) t ioughthgeupporipIntll--shield. Pinch
the split supporting clip 4nti} It holds the bulb firmly
in position. 3Y the ss^-q^ ^B pFVtJ •E:des from but<ler
the shield, it may bm bent urAer €ta gbuVni itt Fig. 131

is

Hold the shield over the mounting position andforn]
a small-radius bend in the tubin^.- Plncethesplitplut;
around the tubing Mvt move titg shield i<ttt( n1OU!khnff;
location as a unit. Push the gp4t ply into the I+_c,In
until It is wedged securely tp pinca,^ l7astent,io shield
in place on the vznll with tl,e qp. giv3 1Yxr}=ids.

NOTE: If the tubing is properly shaped and ttq spilt

	

plug instaaa'ied as directed, the	 zzill core_ thQ
spilt plug, and the hole irl tbp %vali will, ba h;&Iwo
from eight.

INSERT BULB, AND PINC14'
SPLIT SUPPORTING
CLIP WITH PLIERS	 SPLIT `*00 PLUG

	

..	 ^-	 9/A"^DSti tiIILE

bs

J	 S AL OFFT

FIG. 13-MOUNTING OULB W 241E! D QU7:T 'Da g10:L-1514-3.

Page
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MOUNTING THE L6008A REMOTE BULS COOLING
THERMOSTAT

MOUNTIND WITH GUARD BRACKET
Mount the bulb in the guard bracket as shown in

Fig. 14, Locate the bulb and bracket combination to
freely circulating air in the controlled area. With
screws provided, fasten the bracket in place.

MOUNTING ON SUCTION LINE

I. In cooling units with more than one suction line,
sensing bulb should be placed on the common line.

2. Make certain the bulb is at least 2 feet from the
Point at which the suction line leaves the cooler. This
will prevent the outside teniperaturefrom being trans-
mllicd to the remote bulb through the copper tubingof
the suction line.

3. Plane the reinote sensing bull) on the side of the
horizontal suction line between the cull and trap (not
un the trap).

4. Attach the sensing bulb to the suction line with
clips or straps.

5. Coil Lite excoss length of capillary tubing near
the L6008A case.

WIRING

All wiring inust comply with local codes and ordi-
tltuices regarding wire size, type of insulation, cn-
closure, etc. Figures 16 through 23 show typical
hook-up diagr.anls.

L 4006 A
)4 VOLT	 OR
THERMOSTAT L4007ALOM

LOW LIMIT WATER	 PRESS011E
AQUASTAT CUTOPf	 CONTROL

TRAHSPORMER

L1 IHOTF

L1---

GAS VALVE	 PILOTSTAT

LINE VOLTAGE
— LOW VOLTAGE

Q PROVIDE DISCONNECT MEWS ANO OVERLOAD PROTECTN4IM AS REQUIRED,

H.i

FIG. 16—TYPICAL. GAS-FlAkD SYSTEM WITH DOMESTIC HOT
WATER.

PR T£CTORELAY L^006A OR L40314
HIGH LILUT AQU STAT

I LIOPT) _-pQ

7rVOLT
TNERM .O.STAI

lOH1T IOH - 1

T CORNER OILVALVE
N01 q(t, IF USED

LINE VOLT ACE J

_ LOW VOLTAGE

A,PROVIOt DISCONNECT AEANS AND GVERLOAP 14WTCCTION AS REQUIRED.

FIG. 17—TYPICAL OIL.-FIRED GRAVITY SYSTEM.

11•Yt L
THERMOrSTAT

I'MIEI : TORELAY	
HIGII LIMIT
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	For proper selection of settings, follow the boiler 	 LOW LIMIT CONTEZOU,E!l
manufacturer's re earn mend ations. 	 I tintaling mltAniun Uo:1exylLainpartiturafni,domestic

I	 s	 a

HIGH LIMIT CONTROLLER
} Shuts off burner if water temperature exceeds high

limitsetting. Burner restarts when temperaturedrops
to high limit setting, less differential.

l	 NOTE: On manual reset models, the reset button on
` f

	

	 the front of the ease must be [rushed in to allow the
burner to operate after' a high limit shutdown.

A

110t water. I LAxna Ott Irnxl p .r a;t tcrTeOZa	 sE^tinS,

CIRC1lLATQR C,0^4VOWKLC-U,
Ps#^1*vnen , circnl tien.c# x'il^^ w''tlr:tt is b'alow the de-

sired heating tenipor-4tura.  circulatev 0 rcuit
on tent, erat:ira drop b0ovp p:;W.na Wlwz; differential,
rcros,:tra an rigs fm app 1, r.:
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Set the differential to correspond with the boiler
manufacturer's recommendations. To adjust models
with adjustable differential, rotate the wheel on the
back of the snap switch until the desired reading is
aligned with the'"V" notch in the frame. The wheel
provides an adjustment from 5 to 30 F. Replace the

1 cover on the Aquastat controller.
Adjust the control point to correspond with the boiler

'Manufacturer ' s recommendations. To adjust, insert
a screwdriver in the slotted screw type head located
beneath the window in the cover. Turn the scale to
the desired control point.

L6000A LOCATION DIFFERENTIAL CALIBRATION
The L600BA1003 is calibrated for applications with

both the bulb and case located in the room in which
the temperature is being controlled. A correction will
be necessary Ii the temperature of the case Is different
froin the desired dial setting.

1. If the case is at a higher temperature than the de-
sired dial setting, raise the desired dial setting by the
correction determined from the table at right.

2. If the case is ata lower temperature than the de-
sired dial setting, lower the desired dial setting by
the correction determined from the table below.

Temperature difference between
desired room temperature go

case teM	 rature 1±
Correc 41 on
Corr	 ti F}

0
5 34

10 1-1/
16 2 r
25 3-1/2-

30 4^

35 5

40 5-3Z4.

45.. 8,12
5o 7

55

60 8-1 2
70 10

80 .	 . 1I-1 2

Ate,

-t f '	 S	 I	 I	 a-	 It	 -rlr	 t^f - 	 kt	 sy ^	 y[.,	 ^.ty,^
	 ^

1	 I 	 '^,	 S	 S•	 1•	 ^^I	 1'	 Jrl^•[^	 ^^i
^' S Z

^	 ^	 -	 . 	 ,

^
i^r̂^y - ^_.	 I ^.^^^	 A,}w	 -^;_	 y	

t, .	
•,r. ^ !	 ^ Mil

Check to make certain that the Aquastat controller
has been installed . Ud adjusted properly. Putthe sys-
tem into operation and observe the action of the device
through several cycles to make certain that itprovides

proper .control of the system as described under OP-
ERATION . Further adjustments then can 13a shade to
meet more exact comfort r%pirementa

J_ 15
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88225 Fan R0108 provide low voltage con-
trol of Iine- - vbltage fah rtiotors and auxiliary
circuits in heating, cooling, or heating -cooling
Systems'.

[]Halt` iiA condidt spud fitting for mounting
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.O Cofor coded leaf wires for wiring.
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life,
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Tradeline i'nodels are selected and packagi- l Lij ELECTRICAL RATINGS:

provide ema of stocking, ease of handling, wid
nl axi muin	 replacement	 Value.	 Tradeline	 luodel CONTACTS 120V AC 240V AC
sWc:lfications are the sanle .cs those of standard 1	 111) 1 11
models except as noted below: Normally 16 APL.. 8 AFL

open 96 A.LR 48 ALR
TRADELINE MODELS AVAILABLE: R8225A Fan 16 A Res, 8 A Res

Relay--dpdt switching. 3/4 hp 3/4 h)
ADDITIONAL	 FEATURES: Tradel.ine part: 	 with Norma.ily 13.8 AFL 6.9 AFL

cross	 reference	 label	 and special instruction
closed 82.8 AL ^i

sheet.	 Includes flush mounting bracket. 14 A Res. 7 A Res

STANDARD MODELS

,f

MODELS; COIL CIIAftACTERISTICS:
R8225A Fan	 Relay—spilt switching; one normally Coil Voltage-24v, 60 Fiz.

open and one normally closed curita(A. I11rush-11 va maximum.
R8225D Fan Rel:ty—spst switching-, normally open Sealed-6 va maximum.

oontacls. Pull-in	 voltage--l.8v at 75 percent rated voltage.
R8225C Fan Relay--dpst switching; one normally CONTACTS: Silver cadmium oxide.

open and one normally closed contact. MAXIMUM OPERATING AMBIENT: 115 F.
R8225D Fan Relay--dpst switchln'tr,; one normally CASE:	 Molded plastic with steel mounting plate.

open stain and one normally open auxiliary pale. MOUNTING MEANS: Mounts with threaded 1/2 inch
EI,,EQ-TRJQAL RATINGS:	 -	 _- conduit spud.
CQNTACT 120V .AC 240V AC DIMENSIONS: See Fig. 1.

314 lip 1 hl) LISTING BODIES:	 R8225A-•D Fan Relays are listed
Nnrnmlly 13, _8 AFL 8 AFL by	 Utulerwriters'	 Laboratories,	 Inc.	 under file

open 82.8 ALR. 48 ALR number	 E14480, guide number NLDX, and by the
16 A. Res, G..A Res.. Canadian Standards Association under file 1620.

3/4 lit) 314 hn ACCESSORY:	 Flush mounting bracket 134259. 	 See
Fig. 2,

u
16

3

—1

U—t

16 QhM

B

7 •^

-o

Normally	 13.8 AFL
closed1	 82, 8 ALR	 1	 4

Auxiliary

I17 I6
LEI

0

3T'- 'T^ 	 16	
teal

FIG. 1--R8225 INSTALLATION DIMENSIONS (IN INCHES).	 FIG. 2- MOUNTING BRACKET DIMENSIONS IIN INCHES).
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LOCATION AND MOUNTING	 WIRING
All wiring must comply with local roles and orTli-

	

R8225A-D Fars Relays may be mounted in any posi-	 nances. Refer to information furnish d with system

	tion. They huve it I/2 inch conduit spud for mounting	 equipment and to Figs. 3-6 when wiring.
on a junction box.

	

To mount, remove the cullctuit spud nut and place 	 ,, 
the spu(I through the junction box knockout. Replace tsaan^}ect iA^.^t ax IIT? 1 rlJ ^:lS	 I;sr r ulri'' r rro

	

nut and tighten. Drill a hole in the mounting surface	 hrr^;tipnA td pre[:o ►ii rr ` L	 '	 [ +.',	 nS< z w

	

and secure relay in place using it screw tilrough tab	 (IFIRkSgo

	

of rile mounting Plate. See Fig. T for nTOUntin^r 	 ''
dimensions.
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215A SAC+
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4,etuEWIRING CODE

CONTROL	 COI S LOW-VOLTAGE
CIRCUIT—LINE-VCI.YAGE
Q BLUE

ADD DISCONNECT MEANS AND OVERLOAD PROTECTION AS REQUIRED-
zl] CONTROL CIRCUIT INCLUDES 24 . V-L1 POWER SUPPLY, TkiERMOSTAT,

AND SAFETY DEVICES OF USLDi•

Q ON SOME MODELS THE LEAD FOR T,JE PLENUM Ski rCif CONNECTION
MAY BE BLUE OR YELLOW INSTEAD 01 ; BROWN.	 1}90

FIG. 3—RU25A TYPICAL HOOKUP WITH TWO SPEED FAN.
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I
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12S CON7iiw. CIRCUIr INCLUDES 24-VOLT %'OWER SUPPLY, ThEkFADS TAT,

AND SAPETY DEVICLS (IF USCD1. 	 r7ur

_ - AND COMBINATION FAN AND LIMIT CONTROLLER.
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FIG. 8--138225D WITH ONE SPEED FAN AND AUXILIARY
FIG. 4—RS2 25B TYFt's;AL HOOKUP WITH ONE SPEED FAN. 	 LOAD.

a	 l'	

CHE	 J	
ItI	

1 I	 It	 ,

Operate the system, fallowing the manufacturer's instructions. Operate through at least one complete cycle
on both heating and cooling to make sure that system and fan relay operate as intended.

NDF:EriYELLAtl tITIEAPgLIS. &U rr 	 Offices it. all principal olsm of rLn  11 11 Fa.inuftcr urlrg In +4urtral,a. f,'^•,id_, F'tr.ft:. d, ^ru r.cr - ; : aunyrvY Jcpan,
l:.rrlm, dH hel ltnJi, Spain. Tawan, VNIrJ I:In 1lfnns, U S A.



SERIES

000 9
The compact, bronze head
Model 809 is ideal for domes-
tle'and commercial loops, pro-
viding instantaneous hot water
at every outlet. Compared with
standard circulators, the 3
gpm 809 is smaller, lighter and
more economical to buy and
operate.

Model 849 DF
Same as above except
equipped with dual flans for
quieter, cooler running in
closed-in or hot ambients.

Model 809 D1=-24
24 volt version to replace
troublesome hydronic zone
valves. Eliminates the need for
a main boiler circulator.

,,.r 11	 ..

.ti

March Circulators are designed for closed and open
.)oiler or domestic hot water systems, and as replace-
ments for hydronic zone valves. Eight models with two
capacities are offered. Bronze head pumps are recom-
mended for open systems to resist rust and foreign
deposit build-up, Cast iron volutes should be used only
on closed circuits where the water is circulated con-
stantly and mineral deposits are minimized.
March's provers magnetic drive eliminates the trouble-
some, old-fashioned shaft seal. There can be no seal
wear, power-robbing friction
or leakage thru the seal.
Impeller and drive magnets
are permanent ceramic
type. They prevent slip-
page and insure that full
motor horsepower is con- woJf,J,
verted into pumping power.
Energy requirements are
lowered as all the energy
produced by the motor is
utilized, especially import-	 uiuvtnsacr,t,
ant in solar energy systems,
Seat-less drive also provides for faster, easier motor
service, as the motor can be removed without draining,
refilling and reheating the system.
March circulators are easily installed, either vertically
or horizontally, with a choice of standard flanges on the
821 series. Whisper-quiet operation is assured by micro-
balanced motor fan and dynamically balanced magnets.
Just two more reasons why March should be your first
choice for most every application!

•f,^.w'^T^^ 	 1^	
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SERIES

La

Model 821 is a high capacity, 22 gpm, cast iron circu-
lator for closed systems not requiring bronze construc-
tion. The March design drastically reduces weight and
bulk and costs less than conventional circulators.
Common flange sizes of 3/4 11 , 1", 1 1/4 ", and 1 1/2 plus a
standard 6 3/e" flange to flange dimension makes the
821 a perfect replacement pump.

Model 821-BR
Same as above except for bronze pump head and
flanges. The right one for domestic hot water systems.

Model 821-VBR
Vertical mount bronze unit ideal for hot water heaters
and aquastat boosters_ 3/4" FPT inlet and outlet are 90"
apart and in a horizontal plane, permitting fast and
easy corner installation,
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BOO 115 ar
01 09 OF 3 gpm 3.5' 1.5 1/211 MPT 1/200 1600 230 60	 Single	 34 .30	 4.5 lbs.
809 OF-24 24
821 314", 1 ", 1114",
821-8R 22 gpm 8.5' 3.4

1 1/2" Flanges, 1 / 20 1600 115 or 60 Single 110 1.8 11 lbs.
869 230

821-VBR 22 gpm 85 3.4 threaded 1 /20 1600 115 nr 60 Single 110 1.6
869-V 3/411 Ff

1

230
it

On flanged models, please specify flange size desired.
" Unlinuous duty motor, thermal overload protected. 230 volt motors available —consult factory.

?umping room temperature water.
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PERFORMANCE RATINGS
MODEL 809	 MODELS 821 AND BE9
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DitlAigROOF	 TOTALLY sNuoSltla, FA19••COoLED-

Built In accordance with the latest NEMA stan- 	 R.igld mount. Pre-lubricated double-shleldedBards. For general purpose applications--pumps, 	 ball bearings. 40`C ambient 1'.15 or 1,0 serviceair compressors, conveyors machinery, etc.	 factors, Class B insulation	 oror 75°C rise), can-Open, dripproof models; ana TE C an.tors far tinuous duty. notation easlly, reversed by elec-operation In dusty, oil y, molar 10cat1ona.	 n-trical reconnectio	 Recognized by UL forAvailable In capacitor•stirt, Induction run and 	 construction under the Motor Component Rea

	

•	 ,ice;} - , tart. cageitor•run types, 1000 and	 ognitlon Program. CSA approved. Gray finish.3800 RPM, 115/208-230, 315/230 and 230 V, 80 Iiz 	 Dayton brand

1 to 10 HP'DRIPPROOr NEMA T-FR"E MOTORS-RIGID MOUNT
Sall Dearings • 60°C Rise • 1.15 Sslrvlce Factor a Clc= B Insulation

F411-	 CO?,:PL	 idi	 CKTE mO^rPLE1 TT diKs
/	 Vans

NEMA
 

RLoad	 R 11Gt1ETiC 	 MANUAL
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	 I to 7'h i;P TcFC BS cEMA T-PRM.1E #r';OTO.PIS. -1#16;!7 >470L'NY
.0 0	 Ball Bearbiri? • 75'C Risa • 1.0 5ervica rac?or a Clams B lnsula'ri>sn

1	 1x06 115/205-27,0	 MHz"	 6.5 6x467 1140.26 *M.As	 337KM SIM97 ^ 7i =

	

N 1 1n Ive 115!'-'UR, 230	 5611x"82 amv1 j 373.36 113.52	 41	 7K +1	 1725.1	 71('x"13	
5121.p}
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line enme ehaft and mounting •jim0n3ieti5 as 1137 and LIST frames.
F•-< l	 ( •apacitur -g ran. ^appeitar-run type; all otSer!. capacit43r-Fi%r1. inditr- tion run.

i 1% : --es -ho'.vlt are hr mwor, with 1 :3 nr XIDN' thermal prntected starters. Spoaify volta;,e. Start-atop Station

	

y	 r 	 itirluded with rtn;neti_ currtera.
ra ,u a 'aPStl, niche w sere 115V is nperi fr:d 	;} Starter availsble :or 230V unly.

Ntr I!{"JtE^A _ Prtin.Eur -EY..^/-S UAING=R, INC,

HEAVY DUTY :. -M.A.M2 CAPAWOR M^;TO?S

kr. SK4t2	 1.7.5/1.'...1' /1.13	 1.0 5ervlm	 ka. 5K4A

Earvlcf Factors	 Factor

Qrliarmt

TiFC
	DRiPFR40F	 - .	 TOTAL-Ly E€mosfiD, lAHC COOi.l1EO -.

Heavy duty capacitor motors designed and built balanced rotor for smoa1l3 quiet operation SalSQ
for dependable performance on air compressors, steel frame. 40'C anbfent, Clara A lnaulatlaa (44
machinery, farm equipnenk sin s conveyors, 	 or 55'C rise), continuous duty. Open, drlpprb0[

L etc High 5W.g torque Wlt normal starting moto s have 1.25 (1 HP), 1.20 (1 1A and Z RP)
current chnractertr tics. Totally enclosed, fan-	 1.15 (3 and 5 HPI service factors; T°EPC model,
cooled models for areas where dirt, dust, moll- 	 1.0 service factor. Precision constructed in av
Lure and ogler contaminants are present. Ca- cordance with NEMA mechanical and electsleal
pacltor•start, inductfon•run type except 5 HP	 standards. Large conduit bait for easy avtril
units are capacitor-start, capacitor-run. 1830 	 NE'htA 102 to 2.15 frames. Recognized by UL f0!<
IiP7i, 115!730 and =V. 80 Hz. Rigid mount. Pre- construction under the Motor Comp.nent A!4
lubrica

u
ted, double-shielded ball bearings• Cast	 .gn)ilon Program. CSA approved. Gray enamel

aluminm end bells, cast aluminum, perfectly filriah. Dayton brand.

1 to 5 HP DIt1PPROOF NEMA U-FRAME MOTORS--RJGID MOUNT
Ball Bearings + d0°C Rise P 1.25/1.20/ 1.15 Service Factors;: • Class A Insulation

F011-	 COMPLETE vdth	 COMPLETE wd!!t
NEMA La-d	 MAGticf(C	 MAKUAL
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3 19W 115/230	 216	 1S.6 6X483 ?MZ 241M M	 71(213	 =1:2j 792M	 ZMW
a lKo	 230	 215	 24.0 6X4241 4SMS 38 -W 102	 7XZ74	 4M29	 79M	 42LU
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Nal l Boarings • 5 5 0 C Rise • 1.0 5s7viea ;moor a Class A insulation

1	 1870	 115/230	 !S?	 6,9 6uE°5 1"_31.0[1 71E.U0	 44 1 7'.1"^5	 =L?2 
l 

7K=	 1214,1!♦
IA lW0 115/230	 134	 8.0 5:4:3	 :7110) 218D0	 .56	 7k2:5	 275.121	 rK2=	 ^45.14f
2	 IK0	 115/23n	 213	 12.6 trQ7	 ULM 2::,.(~	 So	 71'277	 316.C2i	 7'X22	 293741-
3	 18W 115/230	 "-IS	 16.8 EK44	 405.110 324X1) WO	 7X_.:3	 =, -; I ^ 71'2M	 361301

0	
'

a	 15	 230	 "_ts	 21.0 aK=j 55340 442Mr	120	 7K27a	 a `u	 7X376	 485.31
(•) prices _shown ace for motors with 115 or 230Y therms] protected starters. SpodfY voltage, St'srt-to p atati,

included wi Lll nta^nruc starters. (0) Cepacitor-etart, ctpacitar-run typo
( ) Prrcc is aligbtly lunber rvbrso i IV is apccified.
() Service factors 1 SP, 1.25. I M and 2 EIP 1 20.3 and 5 H P, 1.15.

ESTESQUARE D VOLTA GE T. ER
II0ias0/440/550VAC 60 Hz. 12S; 756'FCGVDC

	tt+ +	 ^  Iulcldy determines nominal voltage of DC and 6Ci RR F.
maits. £PaY to u3e, safer sad more rugged than ;-my s^t1s

testers,  'rest prod tins are safely-designed, with spring-loads
fl r l . 	retreclabla slu.uds EtLi0tltzttlf; hardened s	 (;teel spear .lots to ;^reve

{ accic;ental contact of spear point with exposed terminal= 3r bare wiry
Entire milt complateli scaied In shoe; proof molded ca,P for operati
Qafe,' and to protect mechanism from dust, dirt and Foreign objet
'1'e.;-er comes cemn!n 1_- 7;111 two 30' heavy duty test leads and inagne

.N	 BC polarity, Indf.ldua_)y cartoned. Square D brand ^S0091. Shpg. wt. 8
No. 4X403. Square D A^IDC Voltage 'rester, Retail 5210- Each...__..111.

Phone the 1'1•iendly People at Grainger's-They Can Help You
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Installation Instrucfians
344 &
344S
Sodas A

30344D1
11 /15/71

Before proceeding to install Models 344 and 344S
Blower Unit Heaters, refer to Bryant form No.
39003D1 "Procedures for Gas Appliances" (packaged
with the equipment) for information concerning com-
bustion, venting, piping, and other standard in-
stallation practices. The current edition of the
American National Standard "Installation of Gas Ap-
pliar. :es and Gas Piping", Z21.30, takes precedence
over all other reference publications pertinent to this
installation instruction. Both models are shipped fac-
tory-assembled. Installation comprises the following:

I.	 Inspection

	

IS.	 Location and Suspension
III. Gas Piping
IV. Wiring
V. Venting

VI. Start-up and Adjustment
VII. Service and Maintenance

*'Po perform these sections (or installation steps),
refer to the appropriate sections of Bryant form No.
30003DI (packaged with this equipment).

SPECIAL AIRPLANE HANGAR AND
GMIAGE APPL ICATION PRECAUTIONS

NOTE: Refer to NFPA No. 409-1.969, "Standard on
Aircraft Hangars," and NFPA No. 88-1968, "Stand-
ard for Garages."
L . A clearance of 10 feet to bottom of Heater from top
of a wing or fuselage of aircraft likely to be housed in
hangar mast be maintained.
2. A minimum clearance of 8 feet from floor to bot-
tom of Heater in other sections of aircraft hangar,
such as offices' and shops which communicate with
areas used for servicing or storage, must be
maintained.

o M ^Ss
0

rjo 14T1 Sp^i

rFRnFID'

t •..	 _

B7, 419

Figure 1

3. Heater must be so located that it is protected
from damage by aircraft or other objects such as
cranes or movable scaffoldings. In addition, it must be
located to be accessible for servicing and adjustment.
4. A clearance of 6 inches from combustible material
must be maintained from top and flue connector.
Eighteen inches on each side and 24 inches from any
obstruction at bottom of Heater must be maintained.

TABLE f--CONTROL OPTIONS'

COMPONENT
PROPAN# GAS

02_
NATURAL,

04
NATURAL

05
Bryant Auto Pilot x x
Bryant Gas Valve" x	 - x x
Gas Pressure Regulator' = x x
Transtormar x x x

100% Shutoff x x
Therrr3ocouple Pilot x — x
Pllat	 Relay or	 Pilostat ......_ _.x — x

'All three options available on 344 & 344S are available with D9 propane and Da natural gas only.
'A-613 Bryant Gas Valve with integral Gas Pressure Regulator is used orr D4 and D5 for size 150, A-6l1 Gas Valve witlic'ut
regulator is used on D2 for all sizes. A-641 rnith separate Gas Pressure Regulator is used on D4 and X15 for sizes 200 thru 100.

i-6/
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Figure 2 - Dimensional drawing

FABLE il--DIMENSIONS IN INCHES—MODEL 344

Gas
Approx.

Size A 8	 C 0 E F G H J K L Inlet
Shipping

44-3/16	 30-1/16
Weigh

150 18-112 21-314 5-11/16 2-718 14-3/8 7 17 3-3116 3-7116 1;`2 215
200 24-1/2 44-3116 34-9/16 21-3/4 5-11/16 2-7/8 17-3/8 8 23 3-3116 3-7/16 112 280

250 33-1/2 44-3/16 34-9116 21-314 5-11/16 1	 2-7/8 1	 28-314 1	 8 32 3-3116 3-9/16 3i4 300
300 39-112 44-3/16 35-9/16 21-3/4 7-11/16 1 . 	3-7/6 34-314 1	 9 36 3-3116 3-9116 14 465
400 t	 51-112 44-3/16 38-1/16 21-314 9-3/16 4-5I8 46-314 10 50 3-3115 1	 3-5/113 314 625

—2

Specific Location and Suspension Precautions
For general location and suspension information,
refer to Section II of Bryant form No. 39003D1. In ad-
dition, the following precautions should be observed
when selecting a mounting site.

1. Direct heated airstream toward area having
greatest heat loss.

2. For multiple installations, locate Heaters so that
each will warm a specific area. Arrange so that
overall air pattern results in continuous circular flow
of warm air throughout space.

3. Do not locate Heater in areas where combustion
air is limited, or is not replaced.

4. If located in spaces equipped with exhaust fans,
provide sufficient makeup air to allow proper venting
of Heater.

5. Two 1/2-inch pipe tappings are provided in top
casing for use in suspending Heater. Use pipe unions
to join Unit Heater to ceiling hangar. Two additional
1/2-inch pipe tapped brackets are supplied for k al-
ancing Heater.

IV, WIRING
Make all electrical connections in accordance with
the National .Electric Code and any local codes that
may apply.

If aluminum conductors are to be used, the wire size
selected must have a current capacity not less than
that of the copper wire specified and must not create a
voltage drop between the service panel and the unit
in excess of 2%b of the unit rated voltage. As a
minimum, aluminum wire must be treated to prevent
oxidation.

With electric power turned off, recheck all electrical
connections (both factory and field) for tightness. Be
sure to check power supply connections, especially if
aluminum conductors are used.

The Blower Unit Heater is completely wired at the
factory and is ready for connections to power source.
See wiring diagram.

The heat anticipator on the thermostat should be set
at 0.8 amps.	 j,ciGINAL PAGE 18
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TABLE q L--THROW CIIART

Model
Velocity

High Speed
ft/min

Hlgh Speed Low Speed EFFECTIVE THROW* AND MOUNTING HEIGHT

CF'M
Temp

Rise OF CFM
Tcmp

Rle3 O F
Dfatance from Floor to Top of Neater in Ft.

8 10 112 114 18 18 120 122 24 25 28 30 32
150-344 2100 1650 65 1340 80 100 98 195 193 90 88 85 83 80 78 75173 70

200-344 2100 2100 67 1700 85 100 98 95 193 90 88 85 83 80 78 75 73 70

250-344 2100 1	 3100 1	 60 2600 70 120 118 1151M 110 108 108 103 1G0 98 95 93 90

300-344 2100 3600 60 3000 70 130 128 125 123 120 118 115 113.110 108 105 103 100

400344 2100 4200 67 3400 85 130 128 125 123 120 118 115 113 110 108 105 1G3 10o

"Effective throw as shown is the horizontal distance in feet that the heated airstream travels from the nutlet of the unit heater with louvers
positioned for maximum throw with air reaching the floor. Spread or width of the air pattern is approximately 20% of the maximum throw. For
additional spread, use vertical louvers. Above data are test results.

V1. STAFIT-UP AND ADJUSTMENT
I. Start unit using procedure outlined on lighting in-
struction plate attached to Heater.
2. Adjust pilot flame. Use adjusting screw under
sr!rew cap on pilot valve for this purpose.
For D4 controls, flame should be long enough for good
impingement on metal element of Bryant automatic
pilot. For D5 and D2 controls, flame should surround
thermocouple element of pilot and extend downward
to include 3/8 to 1/2 inch of thermocouple. Flame
should never come ill contact with any other part of
thermocouple or its lead wire.
To adjust pilot.flame on units equipped with a Model
A-643 valve, adjustment screw is located in pilot
outlet portion of valve body. Remove capscrew, make
necessary adjustment, and replace capscrew.
3. Check input. Input should be checked at ;peter to
make sure that it corresponds with input shown on
rating plate attached to unit. See Bryant form No.
39003D1 for method.
4. Final Checkout. Move thermostat setting above
and below room temperature several times, pausing
between each "on" and "off" cycle to make sure that
rna.in burners ignite properly.
Attach a low-voltage test light to electrical leads of
gas valve. With thermostat set above room tem-
perature, close manual pilot valve. If light goes out
when pilot cools, pilot is functioning properly. The
test light should. go out within 45 seconds after pilot
gas supply is turned .off.
Check the operation of temperature limit control.
This can be done by allowing burners to operate while
fan is not running to see that limit switch opens.
Check all connections in the gas piping for leaks. Use
a soap-and-water solution.

VVARNII'^IG: Never use a flame to check for leaks.

VII. SERVICE AND MAINTENANCE

1. Pilot Orifice - is located in bottom fitting of pilot
and is readily accessible for inspection and cleaning.
2. Main Burner Orifices - The orifice is readily un-
screwed from manifold after burner is removed.
3. Removing Main Burners - Lift rear of burner and
push it away from manifold enough to disengage
orifice spud from mixer shield. Then pull down and
out of Heater. End of burner away from manifold
seats in a slotted burner support. It is necessary to ] in
burner out of this slot before attempting to push
burner back. See Figure 8,

NOTE: Disconnect the pilot tubing and wires to
remove the burner that holds the pilot. However, it is
not necessary to remove the pilot itself from the
burner.
4. Cleaning - Heat exchanger tubes should be in-
spected at regular intervals and cleaned when
necessary.

a. Shut off gas and electricity. Heater should be cool.
b. Disconnect pilot tube and wires.
c. Remove main burners and .pilot.
d. Use stiff brush to scrub heat exchanger tubes.
Remove all loose scale and any soot that may have
collected.
e. Replace burners and pilot. Reconnect pilot tube
and wires.
f. Unit is now ready for relighting.
5. Oiling-direct-drive sleeve-bearing Flower motors
are prelubricated and normally will not need further
oiling for approximately 5 years. Lubricating then
should. be performed by an experienced serviceman as
blower assembly will have to be disassembled.
Each sleeve bearing on above motors should be oiled
with 25 drops of SAE 20 nondetergent motor oil an-
nually after 5 years. Avoid over-oiling.
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WIRING DIAGRAMS FOR SIZES 150 & 200
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IF ANY OF THE ORIGINAL WIRE AS SUPPLIED WITH THE APPLIANCE 	 IA-TRANSFORMER
MUST BE REPLACED, IT MUST BE REPLACED WITH TYPE SFF-2 150C 	 2G-BLOWER RELAY
FOR 24-VOLT CIRCUITS AND APPLIANCE WIRING MATERIAL 105C FOR 	 3D-BLOWER MOTOR
LINE VOLTAGE CIRCUITS.	 5A-HEAT MOTOR VALVE

SA-PILOT SWITCH (OMIT ON PROPANE
THIS UNIT IS APPROVED FOR 0.25 WC STATIC 55 0	—FACTORY LINE VOLTAGE 7K-TEMPERATURE LIMIT CONTROL
TO 85' RISE, SEE INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS OR —FACTORY LOW VOLTAGE
APPLICATION MANUAL BEFORE CHANGING SPEED -----FIELD LINE VOLTAGE
TAPS OR ADDING DUCTWORK,	 -----FIELD LOW VOLTAGE

Figure 3 - With 732 Pilot Installed Non 100% Shutoff, Nat. Gres (D4)
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IF ANY OF THE ORIGINAL WIRE AS SUPPLIED WITH THE APPLIANCE
MUST , BE REPLACED, IT MUST BE REPLACED WITH TYPE SFF-2 150C
FOR 24-VOLT CIRCUITS AND APPLIANCE WIRING MATERIAL i05C FOR
LINE VOLTAGE CIRCUITS.

THIS UNIT IS APPROVED FOR 0.25 WC STATIC 55' 	 FACTORY LINE VOLTAGE
TO 85° RISE, SEE INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIC, ' OR 	

FACTORY LOW VOLTAGE
APPLICATION MANUAL BEFORE CHANGING SPEED	 ^ 	 FIELD LINE VOLTAGE
TAPS OR ADDING DUCTWORK.-- MELD LOW VOLTAGE

Figure 4 - With 733 Pilot Installed Automatic Electric Reignition (Di) 	
AGE ^S

.^. ^	 pg;IG OAR Qu AL^r^Y

0V Y

1A-TRANSFORMER
2G-BLOWER RELAY
3D-BLOWER MOTOR
5A-HEAT MOTOR VALVE
66-733 PILOT (REIGN€TION)
7K-TEMPERATURE LIMIT CONTRO[
7P-PRESSURE SWITCH SPST
11A-RESISTOR



WIRING DIAGRAMS FOR SIZES 150, 300, & 400
t

.3

734x5

cj

1A-TRANSFORMER
2A-BLOt,%'ER RELAY
2G-HEAT-MOTOR-OPERATED RELAY
3DI&2-SLOWER MOTOR
5A-HEAT MOTOR VALVE
6A-PILOT SWITCH (OMIT ON PROPAf,!E)
7K-TEMPERATURE LIMIT CONTROL

IF ANY OF THE ORIGINAL WIRE AS SUPPLIED WITH THE APPLIANCE
MUST BE REPLACED, IT MUST BE REPLACED WITH TYPE SFF-2 1500
FOR 24-VOLT CIRCUITS AND APPLIANCE WIRING MATERIAL 105C FOR
LINE VOLTAGE CIRCUITS.

THIS UNIT IS APPROVED FOR 0.25 WC STATIC 55° -FACTORY LINE VOLTAGE
TO 85° RISE, SEE INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS OR -FACTORY LOW VOLTAGE
APPLICATION MANUAL BEFORE CHANGING SPEED 	 -FIELD LINE VOLTAGE
TAPS OR ADDING DUCTWORK. 	 ---FIELD LOW VOLTAGE

Figure 5 - With 732 Pilot Installed Nora 1001/6 Shutoff, Nat. Gas (04)

IF ANY OF THE ORIGINAL WIRE AS SUPPLIED WITH THE APPLIANCE
MUST BE REPLACED, IT MUST BE REPLACED WITH TYPE SFF-2 150C
FOR 24-VOLT CIRCUITS AND APPLIANCE WIRING MATERIAL 105C FOR

ii	 LINE VOLTAGE CIRCUITS.

THIS UNIT IS APPROVED FOR 0.25 WC STATIC 55° 	 FACTORY LINE VOLTAGE
TO 85° RISE, SEE INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS OR 	 FACTORY LOW VOLTAGE
APPLICATION MANUAL 6EFORE CHANGING SPEED	 FIELD LINE VOLTAGE
TAPS OR ADDING DUCTWORK.	 --- FIELD LOW VOLTAGE

1A-TRANSFORMER
2A-BLOWER RELAY
2G-HEAT-MOTOR-OPERATED RELAY
301&2-SLOWER MOTOR
5A-HEAT MOTOR VALVE
69-733 PILOT (REIGNITION)
7K-TEMPERATURE LIMIT CONTROL
7P-PRESSURE SWITCH SPST
11A-RESISTOR

Figure 6 - With 733 Pilot Installed Automatic Electric Reigniflon (i]1)
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1,THERIVIOSTAT
P/N 34427D46

W/34427D36
SUB-BASE

*THERMOSTAT
P/N 34427D46

a.66W.

rigure a - Hemoving Burner

_. _ .	 ter.... ..̂_.:i[_.«	
.,...,	 -__	 ..	 _	 _..	 u•.. _	 ..__

TO

^	 1	 ^

TO
.._._ ^.. _.	 f. , - _ J	

* SET HEAT
ANTICIPATOR
AT 0. 8 A M P S

SEPARATE WIRES MARKED W & J AT THERMOSTAT CONNECTIONS
WHEN SUB -BASE P /N344271336 IS USED FOR SUMMER FAN

Figure 7 - Thermostat Field Wiring
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